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CONDITIONS OF SALE
The following Conditions of Sale, as amended by any
published or posted notices or verbal announcements
during the sale, constitute the entire terms and
conditions on which property listed in the catalog shall
be offered for sale or sold by Bonhams & Butterfields
Auctioneers Corp. and any consignor of such property
for whom we act as agent. If live online bidding is
available for the subject auction, additional terms and
conditions of sale relating to online bidding will apply;
see www.bonhams.com/WebTerms for the supplemental
terms. As used herein, “Bonhams,” “we” and “us” refer
to Bonhams & Butterfields Auctioneers Corp.
1. As used herein, the term “bid price” means the
price at which a lot is successfully knocked down to
the purchaser. The term “purchase price” means the
aggregate of (a) the bid price, (b) a PREMIUM retained
by us and payable by the purchaser EQUAL TO 25%
OF THE FIRST $100,000 OF THE BID PRICE, 20% OF
THE AMOUNT OF THE BID PRICE ABOVE $100,000
UP TO AND INCLUDING $2,000,000, AND 12% OF
THE AMOUNT OF THE BID PRICE OVER $2,000,000,
and (c) unless the purchaser is exempt by law from
the payment thereof, any California, Arizona, Colorado,
Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts,
Nevada, New York, Pennsylvania, Texas, Washington,
D.C., Washington state, or other state or local sales tax
(or compensating use tax) and other applicable taxes.
2. On the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, the highest
bidder shall have purchased the offered lot in accordance
and subject to compliance with all of the conditions set
forth herein and (a) assumes full risk and responsibility
therefor, (b) if requested will sign a confirmation of
purchase, and (c) will pay the purchase price in full or
such part as we may require for all lots purchased. No
lot may be transferred. Any person placing a bid as
agent on behalf of another (whether or not such person
has disclosed that fact or the identity of the principal)
may be jointly and severally liable with the principal under
any contract resulting from the acceptance of a bid.

the payment of any deficiency plus all costs and expenses
of both sales, our commission at our standard rates, all
other charges due hereunder, attorneys’ fees, expenses
and incidental damages. In addition, where two or more
amounts are owed in respect of different transactions by
the purchaser to us, to Bonhams 1793 Limited and/or to
any of our other affiliates, subsidiaries or parent companies
worldwide within the Bonhams Group, we reserve the right
to apply any monies paid in respect of a transaction to
discharge any amount owed by the purchaser. If all fees,
commissions, premiums, bid price and other sums due to
us from the purchaser are not paid promptly as provided
in these Conditions of Sale, we reserve the right to impose
a finance charge equal to 1.5% per month on all amounts
due to us beginning on the 31st day following the sale
until payment is received, in addition to other remedies
available to us by law.
3. We reserve the right to withdraw any property and
to divide and combine lots at any time before such
property’s auction. Unless otherwise announced by the
auctioneer at the time of sale, all bids are per lot as
numbered in the catalog and no lots shall be divided or
combined for sale.
4. We reserve the right to reject a bid from any bidder, to
split any bidding increment, and to advance the bidding
in any manner the auctioneer may decide. In the event
of any dispute between bidders, or in the event the
auctioneer doubts the validity of any bid, the auctioneer
shall have sole and final discretion either to determine
the successful bidder or to re-offer and resell the article
in dispute. If any dispute arises after the sale, our sales
records shall be conclusive in all respects.
5. If we are prevented by fire, theft or any other reason
whatsoever from delivering any property to the purchaser
or a sale otherwise cannot be completed, our liability
shall be limited to the sum actually paid therefor
by the purchaser and shall in no event include any
compensatory, incidental or consequential damages.

Unless otherwise agreed, payment in good funds is
due and payable within five (5) business days following
the auction sale. Whenever the purchaser pays only
a part of the total purchase price for one or more lots
purchased, we may apply such payments, in our sole
discretion, to the lot or lots we choose. Payment will
not be deemed made in full until we have collected
good funds for all amounts due.

6. If a lot is offered subject to a reserve, we may
implement such reserve by bidding on behalf of the
consignor, whether by opening bidding or continuing
bidding in response to other bidders until reaching the
reserve. If we have an interest in an offered lot and the
proceeds therefrom other than our commissions, we may
bid therefor to protect such interest. CONSIGNORS ARE
NOT ALLOWED TO BID ON THEIR OWN ITEMS.

Payment for purchases may be made in or by (a) cash,
(b) cashier’s check or money order, (c) personal check
with approved credit drawn on a U.S. bank, (d) wire
transfer or other immediate bank transfer, or (e) Visa,
MasterCard, American Express or Discover credit, charge
or debit card. A processing fee will be assessed on any
returned checks. Please note that the amount of cash
notes and cash equivalents that can be accepted from a
given purchaser may be limited.

7. All statements contained in the catalog or in any bill
of sale, condition report, invoice or elsewhere as to
authorship, period, culture, source, origin, measurement,
quality, rarity, provenance, importance, exhibition and
literature of historical relevance, or physical condition
ARE QUALIFIED STATEMENTS OF OPINION AND NOT
REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES. No employee or
agent of Bonhams is authorized to make on our behalf or
on that of the consignor any representation or warranty,
oral or written, with respect to any property.

The purchaser grants us a security interest in the property,
and we may retain as collateral security for the purchaser’s
obligations to us, any property and all monies held or
received by us for the account of the purchaser, in our
possession. We retain all rights of a secured party
under the California Commercial Code. If the foregoing
conditions or any other applicable conditions herein
are not complied with, in addition to other remedies
available to us and the consignor by law, including without
limitation, the right to hold the purchaser liable for the
purchase price, we at our option may either (a) cancel the
sale, retaining as liquidated damages all payments made
by the purchaser or (b) resell the property, either publicly or
privately, and in such event the purchaser shall be liable for

8. All purchased property shall be removed from the
premises at which the sale is conducted by the date(s)
and time(s) set forth in the “Buyer’s Guide” portion of
the catalog. If not so removed, daily storage fees will
be payable to us by the purchaser as set forth therein.
We reserve the right to transfer property not so removed
to an offsite warehouse at the purchaser’s risk and
expense, as set forth in more detail in the “Buyer’s
Guide.” Accounts must be settled in full before property
will be released. Packing and handling of purchased lots
are the responsibility of the purchaser. Bonhams can
provide packing and shipping services for certain items
as noted in the “Buyer’s Guide” section of the catalog.

9. The copyright in the text of the catalog and the
photographs, digital images and illustrations of lots in the
catalog belong to Bonhams or its licensors. You will not
reproduce or permit anyone else to reproduce such text,
photographs, digital images or illustrations without our
prior written consent.
10. These Conditions of Sale shall bind the successors
and assigns of all bidders and purchasers and inure to
the benefit of our successors and assigns. No waiver,
amendment or modification of the terms hereof (other
than posted notices or oral announcements during the
sale) shall bind us unless specifically stated in writing
and signed by us. If any part of these Conditions of Sale
is for any reason invalid or unenforceable, the rest shall
remain valid and enforceable.
11. These Conditions of Sale and the purchaser’s and
our respective rights and obligations hereunder are
governed by the laws of the State of California. By
bidding at an auction, each purchaser and bidder agrees
to be bound by these Conditions of Sale. Any dispute,
controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this
agreement, or the breach, termination or validity thereof,
brought by or against Bonhams (but not including
claims brought against the consignor by the purchaser
of lots consigned hereunder) shall be resolved by the
procedures set forth below.
MEDIATION AND ARBITRATION PROCEDURES
(a) Within 30 days of written notice that there is a
dispute, the parties or their authorized and empowered
representatives shall meet by telephone and/or in
person to mediate their differences. If the parties agree,
a mutually acceptable mediator shall be selected and
the parties will equally share such mediator’s fees. The
mediator shall be a retired judge or an attorney familiar
with commercial law and trained in or qualified by
experience in handling mediations. Any communications
made during the mediation process shall not be
admissible in any subsequent arbitration, mediation or
judicial proceeding. All proceedings and any resolutions
thereof shall be confidential, and the terms governing
arbitration set forth in paragraph (c) below shall govern.
(b) If mediation does not resolve all disputes between
the parties, or in any event no longer than 60 days
after receipt of the written notice of dispute referred
to above, the parties shall submit the dispute for
binding arbitration before a single neutral arbitrator.
Such arbitrator shall be a retired judge or an attorney
familiar with commercial law and trained in or qualified
by experience in handling arbitrations. Such arbitrator
shall make all appropriate disclosures required by
law. The arbitrator shall be drawn from a panel of a
national arbitration service agreed to by the parties,
and shall be selected as follows: (i) If the national
arbitration service has specific rules or procedures,
those rules or procedures shall be followed; (ii) If
the national arbitration service does not have rules
or procedures for the selection of an arbitrator, the
arbitrator shall be an individual jointly agreed to by
the parties. If the parties cannot agree on a national
arbitration service, the arbitration shall be conducted
by the American Arbitration Association, and the
arbitrator shall be selected in accordance with the
Rules of the American Arbitration Association. The
arbitrator’s award shall be in writing and shall set forth
findings of fact and legal conclusions.
(c) Unless otherwise agreed to by the parties or provided
by the published rules of the national arbitration service:
(i) the arbitration shall occur within 60 days following the
selection of the arbitrator;
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(ii) the arbitration shall be conducted in the designated
location, as follows: (A) in any case in which the subject
auction by Bonhams took place or was scheduled to
take place in the State of New York or Connecticut or the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the arbitration shall
take place in New York City, New York; (B) in all other
cases, the arbitration shall take place in the city of San
Francisco, California; and
(iii) discovery and the procedure for the arbitration shall
be as follows:
(A) All arbitration proceedings shall be confidential;
(B) The parties shall submit written briefs to the arbitrator
no later than 15 days before the arbitration commences;
(C) Discovery, if any, shall be limited as follows: (I)
Requests for no more than 10 categories of documents,
to be provided to the requesting party within 14
days of written request therefor; (II) No more than
two (2) depositions per party, provided however, the
deposition(s) are to be completed within one (1) day;
(III) Compliance with the above shall be enforced by the
arbitrator in accordance with California law;
(D) Each party shall have no longer than eight (8)
hours to present its position. The entire hearing before
the arbitrator shall not take longer than three (3)
consecutive days;
(E) The award shall be made in writing no more than 30
days following the end of the proceeding. Judgment
upon the award rendered by the arbitrator may be
entered by any court having jurisdiction thereof.
To the fullest extent permitted by law, and except as
required by applicable arbitration rules, each party shall
bear its own attorneys’ fees and costs in connection with
the proceedings and shall share equally the fees and
expenses of the arbitrator.

Limited Right of Rescission
If within one (1) year from the date of sale, the original
purchaser (a) gives written notice to us alleging that the
identification of Authorship (as defined below) of such lot
as set forth in the BOLD TYPE heading of the catalog
description of such lot (as amended by any saleroom
notices or verbal announcements during the sale) is
not substantially correct based on a fair reading of the
catalog (including the terms of any glossary contained
therein), and (b) within 10 days after such notice returns
the lot to us in the same condition as at the time of
sale, and (c) establishes the allegation in the notice to
our satisfaction (including by providing one or more
written opinions by recognized experts in the field, as
we may reasonably require), then the sale of such lot will
be rescinded and, unless we have already paid to the
consignor monies owed him in connection with the sale,
the original purchase price will be refunded.
If, prior to receiving such notice from the original purchaser
alleging such defect, we have paid the consignor monies
owed him in connection with the sale, we shall pay
the original purchaser the amount of our commissions,
any other sale proceeds to which we are entitled and
applicable taxes received from the purchaser on the sale
and make demand on the consignor to pay the balance
of the original purchase price to the original purchaser.
Should the consignor fail to pay such amount promptly,
we may disclose the identity of the consignor and assign
to the original purchaser our rights against the consignor
with respect to the lot the sale of which is sought to be
rescinded. Upon such disclosure and assignment, any
liability of Bonhams as consignor’s agent with respect to
said lot shall automatically terminate.
The foregoing limited right of rescission is available to the
original purchaser only and may not be assigned to or
relied upon by any subsequent transferee of the property
sold. The purchaser hereby accepts the benefit of the
consignor’s warranty of title and other representations
and warranties made by the consignor for the
purchaser’s benefit. Nothing in this section shall be
construed as an admission by us of any representation
of fact, express or implied, obligation or responsibility
with respect to any lot. THE PURCHASER’S SOLE AND
EXCLUSIVE REMEDY AGAINST BONHAMS FOR ANY

REASON WHATSOEVER IS THE LIMITED RIGHT OF
RESCISSION DESCRIBED IN THIS SECTION.
“Authorship” means only the identity of the creator, the
period, culture and source or origin of the lot, as the
case may be, as set forth in the BOLD TYPE heading of
the print catalog entry. The right of rescission does not
extend to: (a) works of art executed before 1870 (unless
these works are determined to be counterfeits created
since 1870), as this is a matter of current scholarly
opinion which can change; (b) titles, descriptions, or
other identification of offered lots, which information
normally appears in lower case type below the BOLD
TYPE heading identifying the Authorship; (c) Authorship
of any lot where it was specifically mentioned that
there exists a conflict of specialist or scholarly opinion
regarding the Authorship of the lot at the time of sale; (d)
Authorship of any lot which as of the date of sale was in
accordance with the then generally-accepted opinion of
scholars and specialists regarding the same; or (e) the
identification of periods or dates of creation in catalog
descriptions which may be proven inaccurate by means
of scientific processes that are not generally accepted
for use until after publication of the catalog in which the
property is offered or that were unreasonably expensive
or impractical to use at the time of such publication.
Limitation of Liability
EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED ABOVE, ALL
PROPERTY IS SOLD “AS IS.” NEITHER BONHAMS NOR
THE CONSIGNOR MAKES ANY REPRESENTATION
OR WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS OR CONDITION OF
THE PROPERTY OR AS TO THE CORRECTNESS
OF DESCRIPTION, GENUINENESS, ATTRIBUTION,
PROVENANCE OR PERIOD OF THE PROPERTY OR
AS TO WHETHER THE PURCHASER ACQUIRES ANY
COPYRIGHTS OR OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
RIGHTS IN LOTS SOLD OR AS TO WHETHER A WORK
OF ART IS SUBJECT TO THE ARTIST’S MORAL RIGHTS
OR OTHER RESIDUAL RIGHTS OF THE ARTIST. THE
PURCHASER EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGES AND
AGREES THAT IN NO EVENT SHALL BONHAMS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, ANY COMPENSATORY, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.

SELLER’S GUIDE
SELLING AT AUCTION
Bonhams can help you every step of the way when you are ready to
sell art, antiques and collectible items at auction. Our regional offices
and representatives throughout the US are available to service all of
your needs. Should you have any further questions, please visit our
website at www.bonhams.com/us for more information or call our
Client Services Department at +1 (800) 223 2854 ext. 23550.
AUCTION ESTIMATES
The first step in the auction process is to determine the auction value
of your property. Bonhams’ world-renowned specialists will evaluate
your special items at no charge and in complete confidence. You can
obtain an auction estimate in many ways:
• Attend one of our Auction Appraisal Events held regularly at our
galleries and in other major metropolitan areas. The updated
schedule for Bonhams Auction Appraisal Events is available at
www.bonhams.com/us.
• Call our Client Services Department to schedule a private appointment
at one of our galleries. If you have a large collection, our specialists can
travel, by appointment, to evaluate your property on site.
• Send clear photographs to us of each individual item, including
item dimensions and other pertinent information with each picture.
Photos should be sent to Bonhams’ address in envelopes marked

as “photo auction estimate”. Alternatively, you can submit your
request using our online form at www.bonhams.com/us. Digital
images may be attached to the form. Please limit your images to no
more than five (5) per item.
CONSIGNING YOUR PROPERTY
After you receive an estimate, you may consign your property to us for
sale in the next appropriate auction. Our staff assists you throughout
the process, arranging transportation of your items to our galleries
(at the consignor’s expense), providing a detailed inventory of your
consignment, and reporting the prices realized for each lot. We provide
secure storage for your property in our warehouses and all items are
insured throughout the auction process. You will receive payment for
your property approximately 35 days after completion of sale.
Sales commissions vary with the potential auction value of the
property and the particular auction in which the property is offered.
Please call us for commission rates.
PROFESSIONAL APPRAISAL SERVICES
Bonhams’ specialists conduct insurance and fair market value
appraisals for private collectors, corporations, museums, fiduciaries
and government entities on a daily basis. Insurance appraisals, used
for insurance purposes, reflect the cost of replacing property in
today’s retail market. Fair market value appraisals are used for estate,

tax and family division purposes and reflect prices paid by a willing
buyer to a willing seller.
When we conduct a private appraisal, our specialists will prepare a
thorough inventory listing of all your appraised property by category.
Valuations, complete descriptions and locations of items are included
in the documentation.
Appraisal fees vary according to the nature of the collection, the
amount of work involved, the travel distance, and whether the
property is subsequently consigned for auction.
Our appraisers are available to help you anywhere and at any time.
Please call our Client Services Department to schedule an appraisal.
ESTATE SERVICES
Since 1865, Bonhams has been serving the needs of fiduciaries –
lawyers, trust officers, accountants and executors – in the disposition
of large and small estates. Our services are specially designed to aid
in the efficient appraisal and disposition of fine art, antiques, jewelry,
and collectibles. We offer a full range of estate services, ranging from
flexible financial terms to tailored accounting for heirs and their agents
to world-class marketing and sales support.
For more information or to obtain a detailed Trust and Estates
package, please visit our website at www.bonhams.com/us or
contact our Client Services Department.

BUYER’S GUIDE
BIDDING & BUYING AT AUCTION
Whether you are an experienced bidder or an enthusiastic
novice, auctions provide a stimulating atmosphere unlike
any other. Bonhams previews and sales are free and open
to the public. As you will find in these directions, bidding
and buying at auction is easy and exciting. Should you have
any further questions, please visit our website at www.
bonhams.com or call our Client Services Department at
+1 (800) 223 2854 ext. 3550.

Lots are auctioned in consecutive numerical order as
they appear in the catalog. Bidding normally begins
below the low estimate. The auctioneer will accept bids
from interested parties present in the saleroom, from
telephone bidders, and from absentee bidders who have
left written bids in advance of the sale. The auctioneer may
also execute bids on behalf of the consignor by placing
responsive or consecutive bids for a lot up to the amount of
the reserve, but never above it.

Catalogs
Before each auction we publish illustrated catalogs. Our
catalogs provide descriptions and estimated values for
each “lot.” A lot may refer to a single item or to a group
of items auctioned together. The catalogs also include
the dates and the times for the previews and auctions.
We offer our catalogs by subscription or by single copy.
For information on subscribing to our catalogs, you may
refer to the subscription form in this catalog, call our
Client Services Department, or visit our website at www.
bonhams.com/us.

We assume no responsibility for failure to execute bids for
any reason whatsoever.

Previews
Auction previews are your chance to inspect each lot prior
to the auction. We encourage you to look closely and
examine each object on which you may want to bid so
that you will know as much as possible about it. Except
as expressly set forth in the Conditions of Sale, items are
sold “as is” and with all faults; illustrations in our catalogs,
website and other materials are provided for identification
only. At the previews, our staff is always available to answer
your questions and guide you through the auction process.
Condition reports may be available upon request.
Estimates
Bonhams catalogs include low and high value estimates
for each lot, exclusive of the buyer’s premium and tax. The
estimates are provided as an approximate guide to current
market value based primarily on previous auction results
for comparable pieces, and should not be interpreted as a
representation or prediction of actual selling prices. They
are determined well in advance of a sale and are subject to
revision. Please contact us should you have any questions
about value estimates.
Reserves
Unless indicated by the ¤ symbol next to the lot number,
which denotes no reserve, all lots in the catalog are subject
to a reserve. The reserve is the minimum auction price that
the consignor is willing to accept for a lot. This amount is
confidential and does not exceed the low estimate value.
Auction House’s Interest in Property Offered at Auction
On occasion, Bonhams may offer a lot in which it has an
ownership interest, in whole or in part. Such property, if
any, is identified in the catalog with a symbol next to the
lot number.
Similarly, Bonhams may have an economic interest in
a lot beyond its commission as a result of making an
advance against anticipated proceeds to the consignor
which is secured by the consigned property or where it
has guaranteed the consignor a minimum auction price for
consigned property. Such property, if any, is identified in the
catalog with a symbol next to the lot number.
Bidding at Auction
At Bonhams, you can bid in many ways: in person, via
absentee bid, over the phone, or via Bonhams’ live online
bidding facility. Absentee bids can be submitted in person,
online, via fax or via email.
Valid Bonhams client accounts are required to participate
in bidding activity. You can obtain registration information
online, at the reception desk or by calling our Client
Services Department.
By bidding at auction, whether in person or by agent, by
absentee bid, telephone, online or other means, the buyer
or bidder agrees to be bound by the Conditions of Sale.

In Person
If you are planning to bid at auction for the first time, you
will need to register at the reception desk in order to receive
a numbered bid card. To place a bid, hold up your card
so that the auctioneer can clearly see it. Decide on the
maximum auction price that you wish to pay, exclusive of
buyer’s premium and tax, and continue bidding until your
bid prevails or you reach your limit. If you are the successful
bidder on a lot, the auctioneer will acknowledge your
paddle number and bid amount.
Absentee Bids
As a service to those wishing to place bids, we may at
our discretion accept bids without charge in advance
of auction online or in writing on bidding forms available
from us. “Buy” bids will not be accepted; all bids must
state the highest bid price the bidder is willing to pay.
Our auction staff will try to bid just as you would, with
the goal of obtaining the item at the lowest bid price
possible. In the event identical bids are submitted, the
earliest bid submitted will take precedence. Absentee
bids shall be executed in competition with other absentee
bids, any applicable reserve, and bids from other auction
participants. A friend or agent may place bids on your
behalf, provided that we have received your written
authorization prior to the sale. Absentee bid forms are
available in our catalogs, online at www.bonhams.com/
us, at offsite auction locations, and at our San Francisco,
Los Angeles and New York galleries.
By Telephone
Under special circumstances, we can arrange for you to
bid by telephone. To arrange for a telephone bid, please
contact our Client Services Department a minimum of 24
hours prior to the sale.
Online
We offer live online bidding for most auctions and accept
absentee bids online for all our auctions. Please visit www.
bonhams.com/us for details.
Bid Increments
Bonhams generally uses the following increment multiples as
bidding progresses:
$50-200..........................................by $10s
$200-500........................................by $20/50/80s
$500-1,000.....................................by $50s
$1,000-2,000..................................by $100s
$2,000-5,000..................................by $200/500/800s
$5,000-10,000….............................by $500s
$10,000-20,000..............................by $1,000s
$20,000-50,000..............................by $2,000/5,000/8,000s
$50,000-100,000............................by $5,000s
$100,000-200,000..........................by $10,000s
above $200,000..............................at auctioneer’s discretion

The auctioneer may split or reject any bid at any time
at his or her discretion as outlined in the Conditions
of Sale.
Currency Converter
Solely for the convenience of bidders, a currency converter
may be provided at Bonhams’ auctions. The rates quoted
for conversion of other currencies to U.S. Dollars are
indications only and should not be relied upon by a bidder,
and neither Bonhams nor its agents shall be responsible for
any errors or omissions in the operation or accuracy of the
currency converter.

Buyer’s Premium
A buyer’s premium is added to the winning bid price of
each individual lot purchased, at the rates set forth in the
Conditions of Sale. The winning bid price plus the premium
constitute the purchase price for the lot. Applicable sales
taxes are computed based on this figure, and the total
becomes your final purchase price.
Unless specifically illustrated and noted, fine art frames are
not included in the estimate or purchase price. Bonhams
accepts no liability for damage or loss to frames during
storage or shipment.
All sales are final and subject to the Conditions of Sale
found in our catalogs, on our website, and available at the
reception desk.
Payment
All buyers are asked to pay and pick up by 3pm on the
business day following the auction. Payment may be
made to Bonhams by cash, checks drawn on a U.S.
bank, money order, wire transfer, or by Visa, MasterCard,
American Express or Discover credit or charge card or
debit card. All items must be paid for within 5 business
days of the sale. Please note that payment by personal or
business check may result in property not being released
until purchase funds clear our bank. For payments sent by
mail, please remit to Cashier Department, 220 San Bruno
Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94103.
Sales Tax
California, Arizona, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida,
Georgia, Illinois, Nevada, New York, Massachusetts,
Pennsylvania, Texas, Washington state and Washington
DC residents must pay applicable sales tax. Other state
or local taxes (or compensating use taxes) may apply.
Sales tax will be automatically added to the invoice unless
a valid resale number has been furnished or the property
is shipped via common carrier to destinations outside the
states listed above.
Shipping & Removal
Bonhams can accommodate shipping for certain
items. Please contact our Cashiers Department for
more information or to obtain a quote. Carriers are not
permitted to deliver to PO boxes.
International buyers are responsible for all import/export
customs duties and taxes. An invoice stating the actual
purchase price will accompany all international purchases.
Collection of Purchases
Please arrange for the packing and transport of your
purchases prior to collection at our office. If you are sending
a third party shipper, please request a release form from us
and return it to +1 (212) 644 9009 prior to your scheduled
pickup. To schedule collection of purchases, please call +1
(212) 644 9001.
Handling and Storage Charges
Please note that our offices have requirements for freight
elevator usage. Please contact us to schedule an elevator
appointment for pickup of any large or awkward items.
Bonhams will hold all purchased lots in our gallery until
Tuesday June 16 without penalty. After June 16 collection
of lots will be by appointment only. Please call +1 (212) 644
9001 at least 24 hours in advance to make an appointment.
Storage charges of $5 per lot, per day will begin accruing
for any lots not collected by the 31st day after the auction.
Bonhams reserves the right to remove uncollected sold
lots to the warehouse of our choice at the buyer’s risk and
expense. Handling and storage fees will apply.
Auction Results
To find out the final purchase price for any lot following the
sale, please call our automated auction results line at +1
(800) 223 2854 ext. 3400. All you need is a touch-tone
telephone and the lot number. Auction results are usually
available on the next business day following the sale or
online at www.bonhams.com/us.

IMPORTANT NOTICES
WATCHES

Although we endeavor to mention in our descriptions significant defects, needed
repairs, absent stones and the like, WE DO NOT GUARANTEE THAT THE
DESCRIPTIONS ARE COMPREHENSIVE. Please examine all watches carefully. It is
the responsibility of the prospective bidder, or his agent, to determine the condition of
watches during the preview. Except as expressly set forth in the Conditions of Sale,
all watches are sold “as is”. We do not guarantee the accuracy or operation of any
watch function such as timekeeping, chronograph, calendar, repeater or register.
We make no judgments as to whether diamond dials or diamond bezels originated at
the factory or are later additions.
Detailed condition reports are available for most watches. These reports contain more
information than the catalog descriptions. It is preferred that you fax your condition
report requests, and that you limit your requests. Please make your requests at least
two days prior to the sale date, and include your address. Condition reports may also
be viewed at the watch counter during previews. The word “recent” in our catalog
descriptions means “not vintage”, i.e. watches younger than 50 years of age. The word
“modern” means styles that may still be current.
Note: The dimensions given are overall tip-to-tip and most often include the lugs.
Case screw-backs have been loosened for examination and viewing and should be
resealed for waterproofing.

DIAMONDS, COLORED STONES & PEARLS

The Jewelry department of Bonhams & Butterfields recognizes that there are many
various forms of treatments and enhancements used in diamonds and colored
stones in order to improve their appearance and or color. Techniques such as heat
treatment have been used to improve the color and transparency of both sapphires
and rubies in addition to other gemstones. Techniques such as oiling have been used
to enhance the clarity of emeralds while dying has been used to effect the color of
jade. Techniques such as heat treatment, oiling, resin impregnation, irradiation, color
diffusion, dying and HTHP are just a few off the techniques that are in use today.
Prospective buyers are therefore reminded that unless otherwise noted in our catalog
description it must be assumed that some form of enhancement may have been used
and that such treatment may not always be permanent or detectable and that our
estimates have taken such possibilities into account. As a mater of policy, Bonhams &
Butterfields endeavors to obtain certificates from recognized gemological laboratories
when such certificates are deemed crucial to the authenticity of a gemstone. It is not
possible however to gain certificates for all items offered for sale and it is therefore
recommended where there is no mention of a certificate that all prospective buyers
consult with one of our department specialists prior to purchase of such items.
PLEASE NOTE: A number of laboratories issue certificates that give more detailed
descriptions of gemstones, however there may not be consensus between different
laboratories on the degrees, or types of treatment for any particular gemstone. Neither
is there necessarily consensus between different laboratories, or private appraisers, on
the grading of diamonds. All gemstone weights are approximations only and although
an independent laboratory grading may be used in the catalog text, we cannot
guarantee such gradings.
Images shown may appear smaller or larger than actual size.
Although we endeavor to mention in our descriptions significant defects, needed
repairs, absent stones and the like, WE DO NOT GUARANTEE THAT THE
DESCRIPTIONS ARE COMPREHENSIVE. Please examine all lots carefully. It is the
responsibility of the prospective bidder, or his agent, to determine the condition of lots
during the preview. Condition reports have been created for most lots in this auction,
and are available upon request. Please contact the Jewelry department at least two
days prior to the sale date for additional information.

The following is an explanation of the condition statements used.
1. Excellent: Case with sharp edge detail and possibly with a slight trace of wear;
may have minor light surface scratches; case back opening grooves (if any) with
sharp detail. Dial with original finish (unless stated) and without toning; the applied
indexes (if any) and hands in mint condition. Winding and setting functions were
operative at the time of cataloguing (unless otherwise stated) but may need service
subsequently. Movement may need service.
2. Very Good: Case edge detail possibly rounded by light wear or polish; may
have light surface scratches and small dents; case back opening grooves (if any)
possibly with some light burring. Dial possibly with light toning; the applied indexes
(if any) and hands in very good condition (unless stated). Movement possibly
with a few minor tool marks. Winding and setting functions were operative at the
time of cataloguing (unless otherwise stated) but may need service subsequently.
Movement may need service.
3. Good: Case possibly with rounded edge detail; may have numerous light to
medium surface scratches and some dents; case back opening grooves (if any)
possibly with some medium burring. Dial possibly with medium toning (unless
stated); the applied indexes (if any) and hands may have light surface scratches
and toning. Movements possibly with numerous tool marks. Winding and setting
functions were operative at the time of cataloguing (unless otherwise stated) but
may need service subsequently. Movement may need service.
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PROPERTY OF VARIOUS OWNERS
1
Hamilton. A fine two – day marine chronometer with
integral balance lock
Model 21, No. 2E11812, 1940’s
14-jewel damascened full plate fusee movement, spring detent
escapement, monometallic balance with timing and poising screws,
free sprung polished helical spring, “Y”-shaped balance lock engaged
by subsidiary key, signed and numbered silvered dial, minute ring
enclosing arabic chapters, subsidiary seconds and 48-hour winding
indicator, blued hands, in brass bowl gimbal mounted in two-tier brass
bound mahogany deck box, accompanied by “Manual for Overhaul,
Repair and Handling...”
diameter of dial 3 7/8in (10cm)
$1,800 - 2,200

1
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2
Hamilton. A gimbal mounted deck watch
No. 2F6523, 1940’s
21-jewel model 22 35-size damascened divided ¾ plate lever
movement, monometallc balance with numerous timing and poising
screws, polished overcoiled spring, snail cam precision regulator,
silvered dial with arabic chapters, subsidiary seconds, 48-hour
winding indicator, blued hands, gimbal mounted in
two tier mahogany deck box 60mm
$1,000 - 1,500

2

PROPERTY FROM THE ESTATE OF FRANCES AND TED DENTON, MONTECITO CA
3
Victor Kullberg, London. A fine two day marine chronometer
No. 9658, retailed by Kelvin & Wilfred O. White Co., Boston & New York, 19th / 20th century
Spotted gilt full plate fusee movement with maintaining power, spring detent, bimetallic balance
with cylindrical weights and timing screws, free sprung with polished helical spring, silvered
dial with roman chapters enclosing subsidiary seconds and 56-hour winding indicator, blued
hands, gimbal mounted in brass bowl within brass bound two tier deck box
10cm diam. of dial
$2,000 - 3,000

3
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4

PROPERTY OF A COLLECTOR
4
Norman C. Greenough, Newburyport, Mass. A rare
spring detent chronometer movement
Circa 1850
Gilt 20-size full plate fusee movement with spring detent escapement,
maintaining power, free sprung bimetallic balance with cylindrical
weights and timing screws, blued helical spring, diamond endstone,
key wound and set, white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary
seconds, gold fleur-de-lis hands, now in a coin silver open face case
$2,000 - 2,500

5

5
George P. Reed. A rare pivoted detent
chronometer movement
No. 269
15-jewel 18-size, damascened nickel shaped ½ plate movement,
key wound and set, jewels in screwed settings, Reed patent barrel
and maintaining power, Reed’s detent escapement, solid escape
wheel, bimetallic balance, blued flat spring, micrometer regulator, now
gimbal mounted in a 20th century brass chronometer tub, fitted with a
89mm diameter silvered dial with roman chapters, blued hands, in an
adapted wood box
$2,000 - 3,000
6
HAMILTON. A FINE AND LARGE SILVER OPEN FACE DECK
WATCH WITH WINDING INDICATOR AND A MAHOGANY
DECK BOX
No. 1260317
21-jewel 36-size nickel movement adjusted to 5 positions, jewels in
gold settings, bimetallic balance with overcoiled spring and swan’s neck
micrometer regulator, pin set, silver cuvette, silvered dial with arabic
chapters, 56-hour winding indicator, subsidiary seconds, blued hands,
plain sterling silver case, within a rectangular deck box with hinged lid
69mm
$1,500 - 2,000
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6
7

PROPERTY FROM THE ESTATE OF FRANCES AND TED
DENTON, MONTECITO CA
7
A very rare telegrapher’s large time code watch
with protective box
Swiss, signed Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd., early 20th century
Gilt keyless lever movement jeweled to the center, bimetallic balance,
polished overcoiled spring, pendant set, the unique white enamel
dial with roman chapters aligned with an inner ring of red letters
A-M representing the hours 1:00 am to noon and an outer ring N-Z
representing 1:00pm to midnight, the minutes in each five minute
interval labeled, R, S, W, X, blued steel hands, brass case with
winding crown without bow, with original fitted two tier mahogany box
with brass plaque engraved “Marconi W. T. Co., Ltd.”, with a further
plaque with number 24, accompanied by an extensive archive of
correspondence relating to the origins and use of the watch.
65mm diam. of watch
$4,000 - 6,000
Research by Ted Denton revealed only a few examples of this curious
watch. The dial was apparently first designed by a British postmaster,
Hill in the 1880’s in an attempt to simplify transmitting time in Morse
code, when using a coded sequence of letters to represent numerals.
The watch is designed to directly read the letter code from the
timepiece. For example, if the letter “B” designates 2:00, then
the letters “B F” represent 2:30 and, for one minute intervals, the
sequence “B F S” means 2:32.
Never adopted, it is not known how the Marconi Company learned of
the dial, suggesting the surviving examples may have been prototypes
in an unsuccessful experiment.
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8

PROPERTY OF A COLLECTOR
8
Illinois. A fine gold filled railroad watch
Montgomery Ward & Co. Special, No. 1415220
24-jewel 18-size damascened adjusted full plate movement, jewels in
gold settings, bimetallic balance, blued overcoiled spring, micrometer
regulator, lever set, signed double sunk white enamel dial, red minute
numerals, black fancy arabic chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued
hands, engine turned 20-year screw back case
54mm
$1,500 - 2,000
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9

9
Illinois. A fine 14K gold hunter cased watch
Washington Watch Co., Lafayette, No. 1845062
23-jewel 16-size damascened divided ¾ plate adjusted movement,
jewels in gold settings, bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring,
micrometer regulator, lever set, gold cuvette, signed double sunk
white enamel dial with arabic chapters, gold scroll hands, subsidiary
seconds, engine turned Keystone case
50mm 104.6grams
$1,800 - 2,200

11
10

10
Illinois. A very rare railroad watch movement
60-hour Bunn Special 161B, no. 5610572
21-jewel 16-size damascened divided ¾ plate movement adjusted
to temperature and six positions, jewels in gold settings, gold train,
Elinvar balance, overcoiled spring, micrometer regulator, lever set,
double sunk white enamel dial with arabic chapters and every minute
numbered, blued hands, subsidiary seconds, doubly glazed Illinois
display case
52mm
$5,000 - 6,000

PROPERTY FROM A PORTLAND OREGON COLLECTION
11
Illinois. A fine gold filled railroad watch
60-hour Elinvar Bunn Special 161A, No.5510735
21-jewel 16-size damascened divided ¾ plate movement, adjusted
to temperature and position, jewels in gold settings, monometallic
balance with overcoiled spring, micrometer regulator, lever set, double
sunk white enamel dial signed “Bunn Special / 21 jewel 60 hour,” bold
arabic chapters, blued hands, subsidiary seconds, 14K gold filled First
Model Bunn Special case, monogrammed
51mm
$500 - 700
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PROPERTY OF A COLLECTOR
12
Waltham. A fine gold filled railroad watch
Pennsylvania Special, no. 12028579
21-jewel M1892 18-size damascened full plate adjusted movement
enhanced with gold flashed screws, jewels in gold settings, bimetallic
balance, blued overcoiled spring, gold rack and pinion regulator, lever
set, signed double sunk white enamel dial, red minute numerals, black
bold Arabic chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued hands, engraved
screw back C. W. C. Co. case
55mm
$3,000 - 4,000
13
Waltham. A fine 14K gold open face dress watch
with winding indicator
Premier Maximus, No. 17000099
23-jewel M1908 16-size nickel bridge pattern adjusted movement,
jewels in gold settings and gold capped bridges, gold train, bimetallic
balance, diamond end stone, blued overcoiled spring, micrometer
regulator, pendant set, signed gold cuvette with presentation
inscription dated 1927, signed double sunk white enamel dial,
winding indicator, arabic chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued hands
monogrammed 14K gold signed Premier Maximus case
51mm, 99.5 grams
$4,000 - 6,000
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14
Rockford. An interesting 18K gold hunter
cased watch
No. 181845, Signed J. Karr, Washington DC
15-jewel 18-size damascened nickel full plate movement, bimetallic
balance, micrometer regulator, stem wound, lever set, gold cuvette,
double sunk white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds,
blued fleur-de-lis hands, engine turned case signed J. Karr
54mm 158.8g
$1,000 - 1,500
Washington jeweler, Jacob Karr held five separate chronometer
patents issued between 1864 and 1882. An example of one of these
was offered in these rooms, June 12, 2014, lot 1127.
15
Rockford. A fine railroad watch with
winding indicator
No. 908161
21-jewel 18-size damascened full plate position adjusted movement
with jewels in settings, bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring,
micrometer regulator, lever set, double sunk white enamel dial with
arabic chapters, subsidiary seconds, 28-hour winding indicator, blued
steel hands, doubly glazed display case 55mm
$3,000 - 5,000

14

15

16

16
Rockford. A fine 14K engraved gold hunter
cased watch
No.3244
19-jewel gilt 2nd model 18-size adjusted full plate movement, jewels
in settings, bimetallic balance, flat spring micrometer regulator, stem
wind, lever set, gold cuvette, double sunk signed white enamel dial,
subsidiary seconds, blued tulip hands, case engraved with stag and
scenic mountain vignette
56mm 150.6g
$2,500 - 3,500

17

17
Rockford. A fine 14K gold hunter cased watch
Grade 800, No.542118
24-jewel damascened 18-size adjusted full plate movement, jewels in
settings, bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring, micrometer regulator,
stem wind, lever set, gold cuvette, double sunk signed white enamel
dial, subsidiary seconds, blued arrow hands, engine turned case with
monogrammed cartouche
54mm 137.5g
$2,500 - 3,500
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19

18

PROPERTY FROM A PORTLAND
OREGON COLLECTION
18
Elgin. A fine gold filled railroad
watch with Ferguson Dial
Veritas, No. 8400154
23-jewel 18-size elaborately damascened
grade 214 movement, jewels in gold settings,
gold train, bimetallic balance, overcoiled
spring, gold end cap, worm gear regulator,
lever set, white enamel dial with black arabic
minute ring enclosing red arabic chapters,
subsidiary seconds, blued hands, Wadsworth
20-year case engraved with spray of flowers
55mm
$500 - 700

PROPERTY OF A COLLECTOR
19
Isaac F. Pheils, Woodville, Ohio. A
patent Universal timepiece
With 17-jewel Hamilton Grade 926 movement,
comprising a fixed 12-hour local time chapter
ring enclosing an adjustable 24 rotating
universal time dial indicating day and night times
around the world, associated gold filled case.
55mm
$3,000 - 5,000
The Pheils Universal Timepiece was granted US
patent 811585 on February 6, 1906, some 25
years before introduction of the iconic Universal
Time watch of Louis Cottier made famous by
Patek Philippe and other Swiss makers.
Pheils claimed in his patent that his design
was superior to previous “Geographical
Watches” because it placed the local time
and longitude scale on the large fixed outer
chapter ring for increased legibility. The inner
dial rotates every 24 hours while the local
hour and minute hands rotate in a normal 12
hour period. He provided the watch with a
second setting lever to disengage the inner
dial from the hands allowing the user to set
the watch to the desired longitude.
It would seem that Pheils’ watch, invented
while world travel was still accomplished
by steamship, was more a curiosity that
practical accessory. Only in the 1930’s,
with the dawn of air travel and rapid
communication would a World Time watch
such as Cottier’s realize its potential.
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20
Hamilton. An open face watch
with Delong escapement
No. 1092690
21-jewel M992 16-size adjusted movement,
jewels in settings, bimetallic balance, overcoiled
spring, micrometer regulator, escapement with
upright pallets, lever set, double sunk white
enamel dial, bold arabic chapters, subsidiary
seconds, blued hands, screw back case with
elaborate ribbon monogram
49mm
$1,800 - 2,200
21
Keystone Watch Co. A 14K gold
hunter cased dustproof watch
No. 316108
20-jewel damascened ¾ plate adjusted
movement, bimetallic balance, micrometer
regulator, jewels in settings, glazed dust
cover over balance, stem wind, lever set,
gold cuvette, white enamel dial, subsidiary
seconds, blued hand, engine turned case
54.5mm 135.6g
$1,000 - 1,500

20

21

22
Lancaster Watch Co. A fine 18K rose gold hunter
cased watch
Melrose, no. 21091, case signed Ezra Bowman
15-jewel nickel shaped ¾ plate movement, jewels in settings, bi
metallic balance, flat spring, index regulator, stem set, glazed dust
cover, gold cuvette, signed white enamel dial, roman chapters,
subsidiary seconds, blued hands, monogramed case with reeded
band, signed E. F. Bowman / Lan. Pa.
53mm 150.4grams
$1,800 - 2,200
23
Lancaster Watch Co. A fine rose gold hunter
cased watch
No. 36030, the case signed Ezra Bowman
20-jewel damascened nickel shaped ¾ plate adjusted movement,
jewels in gold settings, bi metallic balance, flat spring, index regulator
with tangent screw adjustment, stem set, glazed dust cover, gold
cuvette, signed white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary
seconds, blued hands, monogramed case with reeded band, signed
E. F. Bowman / Lan. Pa.
54mm 154.6 grams
$2,000 - 2,500

22

23
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24
27

25

26

24
Waltham. A rare 14K gold open face split second
chronograph
A. W. Co., No. 3126230
15-jewel M1884 14-size damascened nickel ¾ plate movement
with chronograph work and split mechanism planted on the back
plate, activated by crown and button in case band, jewels in gold
settings, gold train and escape wheel, lever set, bimetallic balance
with polished overcoiled spring, tadpole regulator, gold cuvette, signed
white enamel dial with fifth seconds ring enclosing roman chapters,
subsidiary continuous seconds at 6 o’clock, blued hands, engine
turned Waltham case
50mm, 98.1 grams
$1,200 - 1,800
25
Waltham. A fine 18K gold open face chronograph
A. W. Co., No. 2360976
15-jewel M1874 14-size damascened shaped ¾ plate movement
with chronograph work planted on the back plate, activated by
crown, jewels in gold settings, gold train, lever set, bimetallic balance
with blued overcoiled spring, tadpole regulator, gold cuvette, signed
white enamel dial with fifth seconds ring enclosing roman chapters,
continuous seconds at 6 o’clock, blued hands, engine turned A. W.
Co. case with vacant cartouche
50mm, 116.5 grams
$1,200 - 1,800
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28

26
Waltham. A rare 14K gold hunter cased five minute
repeating watch
Am. Watch Co., No. 2809583
15-jewel M1884 14–size damascened nickel shaped ¾ plate
movement, repeating on gongs by means of slide on case band,
jewels in gold settings, lever set, bimetallic balance with blued
overcoiled spring, tadpole regulator, gold cuvette, signed white enamel
dial with minute ring enclosing roman chapters, subsidiary seconds,
blued hands, plain gold case 54mm
$3,000 - 5,000
27
Waltham. A fine 18K gold hunter cased watch
American Watch Co., No. 1448980
21-jewel M1872 16-size elaborately damascened nickel ¾ plate
adjusted movement, jewels in gold settings, lever set, gold train and
escape wheel, bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring, gold dome, tadpole
regulator, gold cuvette, signed white enamel dial, roman chapters,
subsidiary seconds, blued hands, engine turned Waltham case
51mm, 120.0 grams
$3,000 - 3,500

29

28
Waltham. A fine 18K gold hunter cased watch
Am’n Watch Co., No. 871898
16-jewel M1872 16-size damascened nickel ¾ plate adjusted
movement, jewels in gold settings, lever set, bimetallic balance,
overcoiled spring, tadpole regulator, gold cuvette, signed white enamel
dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued Breguet hands,
engine turned Waltham case
54mm 135.2 grams
$1,800 - 2,200
29
Waltham. A fine 18K gold box hinge hunter cased
watch with fancy dial
Am’n Watch Co., No. 1763048
16-jewel M1872 16-size damascened nickel ¾ plate adjusted
movement, jewels in gold settings, lever set, bimetallic balance,
overcoiled spring, tadpole regulator, gold cuvette, signed enamel dial,
arabic chapters with gilt rings between, subsidiary seconds, gold scroll
hands, monogrammed case with chased band
51mm 122.1 grams
$2,000 - 2,500
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30

31

30
Waltham. A fine 18K gold hunter cased watch
Am’n Watch Co., No. 1094734
16-jewel M1872 16-size damascened nickel ¾ plate adjusted
movement, jewels in gold settings, lever set, bimetallic balance,
overcoiled spring, tadpole regulator, gold cuvette, signed white enamel
dial, arabic chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued Breguet hands,
engine turned Waltham case with monogramed cartouche
53mm 138.5 grams
$2,000 - 2,500

32
Waltham. A fine 14K gold hunter cased watch
American Watch Co., No. 3127985
21-jewel M1872 16-size elaborately damascened nickel ¾ plate
adjusted movement, jewels in gold settings, lever set, gold train and
escape wheel, bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring, tadpole regulator,
gold cuvette, signed white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary
seconds, blued hands, monogramed Waltham case
52mm 128.3g
$4,000 - 6,000

31
Waltham. A fine 14K gold hunter cased watch with
fancy dial
American Watch Co., no. 7000458
21-jewel M1888 16-size damascene divided ¾ plate movement with
gold train, jewels in settings, diamond endstone to bimetallic balance
with overcoiled spring, pendant set, gold cuvette, white enamel dial
with arabic chapters within gilt reserves, blued hands, subsidiary
seconds, elaborately monogrammed Sheibler case
53mm 113.9g
$1,500 - 2,000

33
Waltham. A fine 18K gold hunter cased watch
American Watch Co., No. 3127961
21-jewel M1872 16-size elaborately damascened nickel ¾ plate
adjusted movement, jewels in gold settings, lever set, gold train and
escape wheel, bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring, tadpole regulator,
gold cuvette, white enamel dial signed g. W. Bartlett, roman chapters,
subsidiary seconds, blued hands, engine turned and monogramed
Waltham case
52mm 126.0g
$4,000 - 6,000
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32

33

34

34
Waltham. A fine 18K gold open face watch
American Watch Co., No. 2747972
21-jewel M1872 16-size elaborately damascened nickel ¾ plate
adjusted movement, jewels in gold settings, lever set, gold train and
escape wheel, bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring, tadpole regulator,
gold cuvette, white enamel dial signed A. W. Co., roman chapters,
subsidiary seconds, blued hands, engine turned Waltham case with
later stem and bow
51mm 106.5g
$4,000 - 6,000

35

35
Waltham. A fine 18K gold open face watch
American Watch Co., No. 1675005
21-jewel M1872 16-size elaborately damascened nickel ¾ plate
adjusted movement, jewels in gold settings, lever set, gold train and
escape wheel, bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring, gold dome,
tadpole regulator, gold cuvette with presentation inscription, white
enamel dial signed A. W. Co., roman chapters, subsidiary seconds,
blued hands, engine turned Waltham case
52mm 125.4g
$3,000 - 5,000
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36

36
Waltham. A fine 18K gold hunter cased watch
Am’n Watch Co., no. 1904786
16-jewel M1872 16-size damascened nickel ¾ plate adjusted
movement, jewels in gold settings, lever set, bimetallic balance,
overcoiled spring, tadpole regulator, gold cuvette, signed white enamel
dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued Breguet hands,
engine turned Waltham case enhance with chased foliage
54mm 138.0g
$800 - 2,200
37
Waltham. A rare silver hunter cased watch with
vibrating hairspring stud
Appleton Tracy & Co., no. 140138
15-jewel M1860 16-size gilt ¾ plate movement, key wound and set,
Stratton’s patent mainspring barrel with visible stop work, train jewels
in screwed settings, counterpoised escapement, bimetallic balance,
blued spring and Fogg’s patent hairspring stud, silver cuvette, signed
white enamel dial, roman chapters, blued hands, subsidiary seconds,
engine turned R&A case with eagle trademark
56.5mm
$1,500 - 2,000
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37

38
Waltham. An 18K gold hunter cased watch
Appleton, Tracy & Co., no. 140212
15-jewel M1860 16-size gilt ¾ plate movement, jewels in settings, key
wound and set, visible stop work, bimetallic balance, flat spring, tadpole
regulator, gold cuvette, signed white enamel dial, roman chapters,
subsidiary seconds, blued hands, formerly engine turned case
52mm 115g
$1,800 - 2,200
39
Waltham. A rare coin silver open face watch with
vibrating hairspring stud
Appleton Tracy & Co., no. 125234
15-jewel M1860 16-size gilt ¾ plate movement, key wound and set,
Stratton’s patent mainspring barrel with visible stop work, train jewels
in screwed settings, counterpoised escapement, bimetallic balance,
blued spring and Fogg’s patent hairspring stud, silver cuvette, signed
white enamel dial, roman chapters, blued hands, subsidiary seconds,
plain case signed J. P. Floberg, Sacramento.
56.5mm
$4,000 - 6,000

38

39

40
Waltham. A fine 18K gold hunter cased watch
Appleton Tracy & Co., No. 80010
15-jewel M1862 20-size gilt ¾ plate movement, key wound and set,
jewels in settings, counterpoised escapement, bimetallic balance, flat
blued spring, plain index regulator, signed white enamel dial, roman
chapters, blued hands, subsidiary seconds, gold cuvette, substantial
formerly engine turned R&A case
55mm, 143.3 grams
$2,000 - 4,000
41
Waltham. A fine gold hunter cased watch
Wm. Ellery, No. 1104545
11-jewel, M1877 18-size gilt full plate movement, bimetallic balance
with flat spring, lever set, gold cuvette, signed white enamel, roman
chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued hands, elaborately engraved
scalloped gold case.
55.5mm 120.9grams
$1,000 - 1,500

40

41
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42

42
Boston Watch Co. A rare silver hunter cased watch
Signed “Dennison, Howard & Davis, Waltham, No. 1478”
15-jewel M1857 18-size gilt full plate movement, key wound and set,
jewels in settings, lever escapement, steel three arm balance, flat
spring, regulator with index on back plate, silver cuvette, unsigned
white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued
hands with polished tips, B. W. Co. silver case stamped with eagle
trademark, engraved with rosette and engine turned
54mm
$1,200 - 1,800
43
Boston Watch Co. A rare silver hunter cased watch
Signed Samuel Curtis, Roxbury, No. 659
15-jewel full plate 18-size gilt movement, jewels in settings, key
wound and set, right angle lever escapement, steel three arm
balance, blued flat spring, regulator with index on back plate, silver
cuvette, white enamel dial, roman chapters, gilt fleur-de-lis hands,
unmarked silver case
53mm
$3,000 - 5,000
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43

44
E. Howard & Co. A fine 18K gold hunter cased watch
Series IV, no. 43193
15-jewel N-size radially damascened nickel movement jewels in
settings, bimetallic balance, flat spring , micrometer regulator, stem
wound and set, gold cuvette, white enamel dial signed with patent
date, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued umbrella hands,
engine turned W.P&Co. case
54mm 139.5g
$1,500 - 2,500
45
E. Howard & Co. A fine 14K gold hunter cased watch
Series VII, no. 202071
15-jewel N-size damascened adjusted nickel movement jewels in
settings, bimetallic balance, flat spring, micrometer regulator, stem
wound and set, glazed dust cap, inscribed gold cuvette, white enamel
dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued umbrella hands,
engine turned C. W. Mfg. Co. case
56mm 168.4g
$1,500 - 2,000

44

45

46

46
E. Howard Watch Co. A fine 14K gold hunter
cased watch
Series VII, no. 228522
17-jewel elaborately damascened N-size adjusted split plate
movement, jewels in settings, bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring,
micrometer regulator, glazed dust cap, gold cuvette, Moorehousestyle dial with arabic chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued umbrella
hands, formerly engine turned E.H&Co. case
55mm 153.1g
$2,000 - 3,000

47

47
E. Howard Watch Co. A fine 14K gold hunter
cased watch
Series VII, no. 229275
17-jewel damascened N-size adjusted split plate movement, jewels in
settings, bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring, micrometer regulator,
gold cuvette, Moorehouse-style dial with arabic chapters, subsidiary
seconds, blued umbrella hands, engine turned E.H&Co. case
53mm 115.0g
$2,000 - 3,000
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48
E. Howard & Co. A fine 14K gold open face watch
Series V, no. 65605
15-jewel L-size damascened nickel movement adjusted to
temperature, isochronism and position, jewels in settings, bimetallic
balance, flat spring , micrometer regulator, stem wound and set, gold
cuvette, white enamel Moorhouse style dial with arabic, chapters,
blued umbrella hands, plain Sheibler / E.H&Co. case
52mm 112.3g
$2,000 - 2,500
48

PROPERTY FROM VARIOUS OWNERS
49
E. Howard & Co. A fine 18K gold hunter cased watch
with Mershon’s regulator
Series III , No . 10302
15-jewel N-size gilt shaped ¾ plate movement with club tooth lever
escapement, visible barrel, maintaining power and stop work, key
wound and set, bimetallic balance, flat blued spring, patent rack
and pinion regulator, gold cuvette, white enamel dial with two-line
signature, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds , blued hands, engine
turned case with vacant cartouche
55mm, 144.4 grams
$3,000 - 4,000

49

50
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PROPERTY OF A COLLECTOR
50
E. Howard & Co., Boston. A rare gold hunter cased
watch
Series II, No. 2626
15-jewel N-size gilt divided ¾ plate key wound and set movement,
Reed’s patent barrel with maintaining power, polished steel
stop work on barrel bridge, straight line long lever escapement,
bimetallic balance, blued flat spring, plain regulator with index
on back plate, gold cuvette, signed white enamel dial, roman
chapters, subsidiary seconds, later blued hands, engine turned and
monogramed later case
54mm 142.6g
$3,000 - 5,000
51
Two similar 18K gold hunter cased watches
Tremont Watch Co., no. 6232 and Melrose Watch Co., no. 30253
Each with 15-jewel gilt full plate movement, bimetallic balance, flat
spring, Tremont with jewels in settings, Melrose with jewels in mock
settings, key wound and set, gold cuvette, both white enamel dials
signed Tremont, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued hands,
Tremont in engine turned case, Melrose in monogrammed associated
case 53 & 54mm, 117.1g and 126g
$2,000 - 2,500

51
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52

52
J. P. Stevens & Co., Atlanta. A fine 14K gold hunter
cased watch
Movement by Hampden, no. 560
15-jewel 18-size damascened full plate movement, bimetallic balance,
Stevens patent spiral grooved regulator, lever set, gold cuvette, signed
white enamel dial with roman chapters I – XII, arabic numerals 13- 24,
subsidiary seconds, blued hands, engine turned case enhanced with
chased scrolls and monogram cartouche
55mm 142.0 grams
$1,500 - 2,500
53
J. P. Stevens Watch Co., Atlanta. A fine 18K gold
hunter cased watch
Movement by Hampden, no. 1767
15-jewel 18-size checkerboard pattern damascened full plate
movement, bimetallic balance, gilt Stevens patent spiral grooved
regulator, lever set, gold cuvette, signed white enamel dial with arabic
chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued hands, engine turned J. P.
Stevens case with vacant monogram cartouche
54mm 148 grams
$1,800 - 2,200
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54
J. P. Stevens Watch Co., Atlanta. A fine 18K gold
box hinge hunter cased watch enhanced with
photographic portraits
Movement by New York Watch Co., no 1675, signed “Made for
Lawrence L. Jones”
15-jewel 18-size checkerboard pattern damascened ¾ plate
movement, jewels in gold settings, bimetallic balance, gold Stevens
patent spiral grooved regulator, lever set, gold cuvette with portraits
of Mr. and Mrs. Jones, signed white enamel dial with arabic chapters,
subsidiary seconds, blued hands, J. P. Stevens case with elaborate
monograms, LLJ and PJ on lids
53mm 141.5 grams
$2,000 - 2,500
55
J. P. Stevens Watch Co., Atlanta. A fine 18K gold box
hinge hunter cased watch
Movement by Hampden, no. 2027
15-jewel 18-size checkerboard pattern damascened full plate movement
with gold capped barrel bridge and cock foot, bimetallic balance, gold
Stevens patent spiral grooved regulator, lever set, gold cuvette, signed
white enamel dial with gothick roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued
hands, J. P. Stevens case with polished lids and chased band
53.5mm 148.2grams
$1,800 - 2,200

53

54

55

56
J. P. Stevens Watch Co. Atlanta, GA. A rare
engraved14K gold box hinge hunter cased watch
No. 77
15-jewel 16-size, damascened nickel shaped ¾ plate movement,
jewels in gold settings, straight line lever escapement, bimetallic
balance, blued flat spring, Steven’s patent spiral groove regulator,
stem wound, lever set, gold cuvette, white enamel dial signed “J. P.
Stevens & Bro.”, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds (lacking hand),
blued hour hand,(lacking minute hand), gold Blauer monogrammed
case engraved with a peacock
50mm, 128.6 grams
$5,000 - 7,000

56
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57

57
New York Watch Co., Springfield. A fine 18K gold
hunter cased watch
E. W. Bond, no. 9144
18-jewel 18-size damascened nickel ¾ plate movement, jewels in gold
settings, stem wound, lever set, bimetallic balance, flat spring, 18K
gold cuvette, white enamel dial signed Hampden Watch Co., roman
chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued hands, formerly engine turned
case, signed N. Y. W. Co.
53mm 138.8g
$2,000 - 2,500
58
New York Watch Co., Springfield. A fine 18K gold
hunter cased watch
Albert Clark, no. 7801
15-jewel 18-size gilt ¾ plate movement key wound and set from back,
bimetallic balance, flat spring, 18K gold cuvette, signed white enamel
dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued hands, engine turned
case, signed N. Y. W. Co.
52mm
$1,500 - 2,000
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58

59
New York Watch Co., Springfield. A fine 18K gold
hunter cased watch
H. G. Norton, No. 6592
15-jewel gilt ¾ plate movement key wound and set from back, jewels
in settings, bimetallic balance, flat spring, 18K gold cuvette, signed
white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued hands,
engine turned case, signed Galt Bros., Washington DC
53mm 144.3g
$1,800 - 2,200
60
New York Watch Co., Springfield. A coin silver open
face watch
New York, no. 4638
15-jewel gilt ¾ plate movement key wound and set from back,
bimetallic balance, flat spring, cuvette, signed white enamel dial,
roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued hands, engine turned case
enhance with chased foliage, signed “N. Y. W. Co.”
59.5mm
$1,000 - 1,500

59

60

61
New York Watch Co., Springfield. Two coin silver
open face watches
Homer Foot, no. 4119 and 4730
Both with 15-jewel 18-size gilt ¾ plate movement key wound and
set from back, bimetallic balance, flat spring, cuvette, signed white
enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued hands, each
case engraved with cartouche, case of 4730 signed “N. Y. W. Co.”
54 and 55 mm
$600 - 900
61
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62

62
New York Watch Co., Springfield. A gold hunter
cased watch
Benedict Brothers, 171 Broadway, NY, no. 4151
15-jewel 18-size gilt ¾ plate movement key wound and set from back,
bimetallic balance, flat spring, cuvette, double sunk white enamel dial
signed New York Watch Co., roman chapters, subsidiary seconds,
blued hands, formerly engine turned gold case with presentation
inscription dated 1870
53 mm 116.7g
$1,800 - 2,200
63
New York Watch Co., Springfield. A fine and rare 18K
gold hunter cased keyless watch
Springfield, no. 75
Gilt ¾ plate 20-size movement jeweled in settings through the third
wheel, bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring, stem wind and set with
wolf’s tooth winding gears visible on the back plate, 18K gold cuvette,
double sunk white enamel dial signed New York Watch Co., roman
chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued hands, engine turned case
enhanced with chased foliage
53mm
$3,000 - 5,000
64
Newark Watch Co. Three coin silver hunter cased
watches
No. 10323, signed “Robert Fellows, Newark, NJ” and on the dial
“Newark Watch Works”; No. 6683 signed “Edward Biven, Newark NJ”
on the movement and dial; No. 10887 signed E. R. Cook, Trenton NJ”
on the movement and dial
Each with 15-jewel 18-size gilt full plate movement, jewels in settings,
bi metallic balance, flat spring, regulator with index on back plate, key
wound and set, white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds,
blued hands, silver cases variously engraved with a cartouche
59, 57 & 57mm
$1,200 - 1,800
High resolution images of these watches are available in the
on-line catalog.
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63

65
Newark Watch Co. Three hunter cased watches
No. 11192, signed “The Newark Watch, Newark, NJ” and on the dial
“Newark Watch Works”; No. 7987 signed “Wm. T Rae & Co., Newark
NJ”, the dial unsigned; No. 8152 signed “W.C. Defriez, St. Louis, Mo.”
on the movement and dial
Each with 15-jewel 18-size gilt full plate movement, jewels in settings,
bi metallic balance, flat spring, regulator with index on back plate, key
wound and set, white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds,
blued hands, the first two in silver cases the third in a nickel case
59, 57, 57 mm
$1,200 - 1,800
High resolution images of these watches are available in the
on-line catalog.
66
Newark Watch Co. A coin silver hunter cased watch
and two open face coin silver watches
No. 106?8, signed “Robert Fellows, Newark” and on the dial “Newark
Watch Works”; No. 13635 signed “C.W. Wadsworth, Peekskill NY” on
dial and movement; No. 7658 signed “Hart Bros., Brooklyn NY” on the
movement and dial
Each with 15-jewel 18-size gilt full plate movement, jewels in settings,
bi metallic balance, flat spring, regulator with index on back plate,
key wound and set, white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary
seconds, blued hands, the first in and engine turned and scroll
engraved hunter case, the last two in plain silver open face cases
$1,200 - 1,800
High resolution images of these watches are available in the
on-line catalog.

64

65

66
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67

67
Newark Watch Co. A fine and rare 18K gold hunter
cased patent keyless watch
No. 3844, signed on the dial “Patent / Arthur Wadsworth / New York”
and on the movement “Keyless Watch / Patented June 19th, 1866”,
the case also inscribed with patent date
15-jewel 18-size gilt full plate movement with jewels in settings, bi
metallic balance, flat spring, regulator with index on back plate, stem
wound, setting engaged by button on band of case, gold cuvette,
signed white enamel dial roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued
hands, engine turned R. S & Co. case
53mm
$2,000 - 3,000
A remarkably well preserved example in a virtually unworn patent case.

68

68
Newark Watch Co. Two rare keyless watch movements
Both signed Arthur Wadsworth
Each with 15-jewel 18-size gilt full plate movement, jewels in settings,
bi metallic balance, flat spring, regulator with index on back plate,
white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued hands
Comprising:
No. 4370, signed on the dial “Keyless Watch Co. / New York / Patent”
and on the movement “Arthur Wadsworth / New York / Keyless Watch
/ Pat’d June 19th, 1866”
No. 9124, signed on the dial “Newark Watch Works” and on the
movement “Arthur Wadsworth / Newark NJ / patented / June 19,
1866 – Aug 13, 1868” , formerly with Wadsworth’s keyless work, now
removed, recased in a rolled gold case for a key wound watch engraved
with scrolls enclosing scenic vignettes of railway and shipping
54mm
$1,500 - 2,000
The dates refer to Wadsworth’s initial patent for keyless winding and a
subsequent improvement.
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69

69
Cornell Watch Co., Chicago. A rare coin silver
hunter cased watch
Paul Cornell, no. 12978
19-jewel 18-size gilt full plate movement, jewels in settings, bimetallic
balance, flat spring, micrometer regulator, stem wound, pin set,
cuvette, signed double sunk white enamel dial, subsidiary seconds,
blued fleur-de-lis hands, engine turned case
56mm
$2,000 - 3,000

70

70
Cornell Watch Co. Two rare watch movements
No. 23066, a 19-jewel 18-size gilt full plate movement signed Paul
Cornell, Chicago, and signed Cornell Watch Company, Chicago on the
double sunk white enamel dial;
No. 25021, a 15-jewel 18-size gilt full plate movement signed, Cornell
Watch Co., San Francisco, and similarly signed on the double sunk
white enamel dial, both with blued hands, in metal display cases
$2,000 - 3,000
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71

72

71
Cornell Watch Co., Chicago. A rare coin silver
hunter cased watch
H. N. Hibbard, no. 20940
15-jewel 18-size gilt full plate movement, jewels in settings, bimetallic
balance, flat spring, plain regulator with index on back plate, key
wound and set, cuvette, signed double sunk white enamel dial,
subsidiary seconds, blued hands, polished case enhanced with
engraved scrolls and strapwork
58.5mm
$700 - 900

73
Cornell Watch Co., Chicago. Three hunter
cased watches
No. 16288, 7-jewel movement signed E. S. Williams, in coin silver
case; No. 16581, 15-jewel movement signed John Evans, in gold filled
case; No. 21929, signed Geo. F. Root, in coin silver caseEach 18-size
key wound gilt full plate with signed white enamel dial, blued hands
$1,500 - 2,500

72
Cornell Watch Co., Chicago. A rare 18K gold hunter
cased watch
C. T. Bowen, no. 23037
15-jewel 18-size gilt full plate movement, jewels in mock settings,
bimetallic balance, flat spring, regulator with index on balance
cock, stem wound, lever set, gold cuvette, signed white enamel
dial, subsidiary seconds, blued arrow hands, engine turned case
stamped C.W. Co.
54mm 142.7g
$1,000 - 2,000

74
Cornell Watch Co., Chicago. A rare gold hunter
cased watch
Cornell Watch Co., no. 23256
19-jewel 18-size damascened nickel full plate movement, jewels in
gold settings, bimetallic balance, flat spring, regulator with index on
balance cock, stem wound, lever set, gold cuvette, signed double
sunk white enamel dial, subsidiary seconds, blued fleur-de-lis hands,
engine turned Deuber case engraved with scrolls and foliage
54mm 130.9g
$3,000 - 5,000

High resolution images of these watches are available in the
on-line catalog.

75
Cornell Watch Co. Two rare watch movements
No. 107, a 19-jewel 18-size gilt full plate movement signed Paul
Cornell, Chicago and signed John F. Cornell on the double sunk white
enamel dial and also signed with trademark on the seconds dial;
No. 23236, an apparently unique 19-jewel 18-size nickel full plate
movement, marked “23-jewels” and signed Cornell Watch Co., San
Francisco, with similarly signed white enamel dial, each in later case,
both with blued hands.
$4,000 - 5,000
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73

74

75
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76

77

76
Cornell Watch Co., San Francisco. A rare 14K gold
hunter cased watch
Cornell Watch Co., no. 25001
19-jewel 18-size gilt full plate movement, jewels in settings, bimetallic
balance, flat spring, micrometer regulator, stem wound, lever set,
cuvette, signed double sunk white enamel dial, subsidiary seconds,
blued tulip hands, engine turned case engraved with scrolls, mask and
scenic vignette
55mm 151.3g
$3,000 - 5,000
77
Cornell Watch Co., San Francisco. A rare open
face watch
Cornell Watch Co., no. 25485
15-jewel 18-size gilt full plate movement, jewels in settings, bimetallic
balance, flat spring, regulator with index on back plate, key wound
and set, cuvette, double sunk white enamel dial signed with
monogram, subsidiary seconds, blued hands, formerly engine turned
gold filled case with vacant cartouche
55mm
$1,000 - 1,500
78
Cornell Watch Co., San Francisco. Three coin silver
hunter cased watches
No. 25304, 7-jewel movement with steel three arm balance; No.
25218, 11-jewel movement with bimetallic balance; No. 25500,
15-jewel movement with bimetallic balance and jewels in settings,
each 18-size key wound gilt full plate with signed white enamel dial,
blued hands.
$2,500 - 3,500
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79
Cornell Watch Co., Chicago. Two open face watches
and two hunter cased watches
All 18-size, key wound: No. 20018, 15-jewel movement signed Geo.
F. Root with jewels in settings and No. 14575, 15-jewel movement
signed John Evans with jewels in mock settings, each with a white
enamel dial and blued hands, in a coin silver hunting case; No. 16240,
7-jewel movement signed C. L. Kidder with bimetallic balance and No.
14190, 7-jewel movement signed Geo. W. Waite with plain gold three
arm balance, each with a white enamel dial and blued hands, one in
coin silver, the other in base metal
$1,500 - 2,500
80
Cornell Watch Co., Chicago. Three open face coin
silver watches and a hunter cased watch
No. 14542, No. 15381, and No. 22657, each with 18-size key wound
15-jewel movement, variously signed John Evans, J. C. Adams and C.
T. Bowen; together with a hunter cased watch with 18-size key wound
7-jewel movement signed Henry Korf, Cincinnati, O., all with white
enamel dials and blued hands.
$1,500 - 2,500

78

79

80
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82

81

81
California Watch Co., San Francisco. A coin
silver hunter cased watch and an uncased
19-jewel movement
No. 23672, 15-jewel 18-size gilt key wound full plate movement with
jewels in mock settings (one jewel missing), white enamel dial signed
Cornell Watch Co., San Francisco, roman chapters, blued hands, plain
case; together with No. 24315, 19-jewel 18-size gilt stem wound,
lever set full plate movement with jewels in settings, nickel cock to
bimetallic balance with micrometer regulator, double sunk white
enamel dial signed California Watch Co., San Francisco, lacking hands
$2,500 - 3,500
82
California Watch Co., San Francisco. A rare open
face watch
No. 8 and with serial number 29009
7-jewel 18-size gilt full plate movement, bimetallic balance, key
wound and set, signed white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary
seconds, blued hands, engine turned gold filled case
54mm
$1,800 - 2,200
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83

83
California Watch Co., San Francisco. A rare coin
silver hunter cased watch
No. 29939
11-jewel 18-size gilt full plate movement, bimetallic balance, key wound
and set, signed white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds,
blued hands, case engraved with flowers and vacant cartouche
57mm
$1,200 - 1,800
84
Albert Troeller, San Francisco. A unique open
face watch
Signed “Made by A. Troeller for his Father, 1875”
Gilt shaped ¾ plate movement jeweled through the third wheel,
screwed settings, counterpoised long lever escapement, bimetallic
balance with numerous gold screws, regulator index and hairspring
stud free standing on polished supports, key wound and set,
double sunk white enamel dial signed J. G. Troeller, roman chapters,
subsidiary seconds, blued fleur de lis hands, gold filled case engraved
with scenic vignette
55mm
$2,500 - 3,500

84

Albert Troeller is listed as a watchmaker in contemporary San Francisco
Directories. He purchased all of the unfinished material of the financially
distressed California Watch Company. These he finished in 1877 and
then arranged the sale of the equipment and factory. He continued his
career in the 1880’s as superintendent of Rockford watch factory.
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85

85
Western Watch Co., Chicago. A rare coin silver
hunter cased watch
No. 28238
15-jewel 18-size gilt full plate movement, bimetallic balance, flat spring,
key wound and set, white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary
seconds, blued hands, case partly engraved with scrolls and strapwork
58mm
$4,000 - 6,000
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86

86
Western Watch Co., Chicago. A rare coin silver
hunter cased watch
No. 27829, signed W. W. Co.
7-jewel 18-size gilt full plate movement, bimetallic balance, flat
spring, lacking regulator key wound and set, white enamel dial,
roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued hands, plain case
engraved with vacant cartouche
53mm
$4,000 - 6,000

87

87
Otay Watch Co., Otay California. A rare 14K gold
hunter cased watch
No. 1142, signed F. A. Kimball
15-jewel 18-size gilt full plate movement, bimetallic balance, flat
spring, micrometer regulator with transverse screw adjustment, stem
wind, lever set, cuvette, signed white enamel dial with arabic chapters,
subsidiary seconds, blued hands, monogrammed and engraved 14K
gold C. W. Mfg. Co. case
53mm 134.8g
$3,000 - 5,000

88

88
Otay Watch Co., Otay California. A rare 14K gold
engraved box hinge hunter cased watch
No. 30289, signed Native Son
15-jewel 18-size damascened and gilt two-tone full plate movement,
jewels in settings, bimetallic balance, flat spring, micrometer regulator
with transverse screw adjustment, stem wind, lever set, cuvette,
signed white enamel dial with arabic chapters, subsidiary seconds,
blued hands, 14K gold Deuber case engraved with foliage, scrolls and
scenic vignette
55mm
$3,000 - 5,000
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89

FROM THE ESTATE OF FRANCES AND TED DENTON, MONTECITO CA
89
Jules Jurgensen, Copenhagen. A fine and rare 18K gold United
States Presidential lifesaving presentation hunter cased pivoted
detent chronometer
No. 8121, presented in 1857
Nickel bar pattern movement jeweled through the center, key wound and set, blued bimetallic
balance, overcoiled spring, gold escape wheel, regulator with index on center bridge,
inscribed gold cuvette, signed white enamel dial with roman chapters, subsidiary seconds,
blued Breguet hands, engine turned case, case, dial and movement signed, accompanied by
maker’s mahogany display box
54mm
$10,000 - 15,000
The inner lid of the watch is inscribed:

The
President
Of the
United States
To
Cap’t W. S. Boyns
For his humane and gallant conduct
In rescuing from shipwreck the Master
And Crew of the Schooner Standard
Of New York, 1857.
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89

Literature
“Heroic Action Remembered for 140 Years.” NAWCC Bulletin, October 1998,592-593.
Captain Boyns of the brig Orion bound for Halifax encountered the schooner Standard en
route from Jacksonville, Florida to New York during a severe winter storm in January 1857.
Despite the high seas, the crew of Orion managed to rescue the crew of Standard, making
several trips in a small dory.
The present watch pre dates the creation of the official award to non citizens of the United
State which was approved during the Presidency of Abraham Lincoln. Later watches were
supplied by Waltham. An example was sold in these rooms, 12 June 2014, lot 1251.
The watch offered with an extensive archive on the rescue including photocopies of the report
of the United States consul in Halifax and the request for the award to the President from the
Secretary of State.
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91

93

94

PROPERTY OF VARIOUS OWNERS

PROPERTY OF A SANTA BARBARA LADY

90
J. Alfred Jurgensen, Copenhagen. A fine 18K gold
hunter case keyless lever watch with bow setting
No. 662, 1880’s
Nickel movement jeweled through the center, long lever escapement
with gold capped escape wheel and Lever bridges, bi metallic balance,
overcoiled spring, regulator with Vernier scale on center bridge, wolf’s
tooth winding gears, glazed dust cover, signed and numbered gold
cuvette, white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued
Breguet hands, plain case with presentation inscription inside front lid,
case, dial and movement signed and numbered
56mm
$3,000 - 5,000

93
A. Huguenin & Sons, Locle. A fine 18K gold hunter
cased keyless lever watch
No. 14215, 1880’s
Nickel movement jeweled through the center with gold capped
bridges and chaton, long lever escapement, bimetallic balance,
overcoiled spring, regulator with index on center bridge, lever set,
signed gold cuvette, white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary
seconds, blued Breguet hands, engine turned case, case, dial and
movement signed
47mm
$1,000 - 1,500

91
Jules Jurgensen, Copenhagen. A fine 18K gold
hunter case keyless lever watch with bow setting
No. 13375, last quarter 19th century
Nickel movement jeweled through the center, long lever escapement
with gold capped escape wheel and lever bridges, bi metallic balance,
overcoiled spring, patent Vernier regulator with scale on center
bridge, glazed cuvette, white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary
seconds, blued Breguet hands, plain case, case, dial and movement
signed, accompanied by a grosgrain ribbon fob
56mm
$3,000 - 5,000
PROPERTY FROM THE ESTATE OF JOHN M. KAUFFMANN,
YARMOUTH, ME
92
Jules Jurgensen, Copenhagen. A very fine 18K gold
hunter cased keyless lever watch with bow setting
and a 14K gold chain and gold clad penknife
No. 13763, last quarter 19th century
Nickel movement jeweled through the center with gold chatons, long
lever escapement, bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring, patent Vernier
regulator with scale on center bridge, bow set, signed gold cuvette,
white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued Breguet
hands, accompanied by a chain of oval links and penknife
55mm 25.3g weight of chain
$3,000 - 5,000

PROPERTY OF VARIOUS OWNERS
94
A fine gold open face quarter repeating lever
watch and key
Swiss or French, First quarter 19th century, the cuvette bearing the
signature “Breguet, 4722”
Gilt bridge caliber movement jeweled through the third wheel,
straight line counterpoised long lever escapement, gilt three arm
balance, flat spring, compensation curb, simple regulator with index
on cuvette, repeating on two gongs by means of piston in case
band, engine turned silver dial, roman chapters, “secret signature”
flanking the numeral XII, subsidiary seconds, gold Breguet hands,
engine turned case numbered 503 / B / 4722, with gold ratchet key
on short double link chain
48mm
$3,000 - 5,000
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PROPERTY FROM A PRIVATE COLLECTION
95
A gold watch fob with erotic musical automaton
The 19th century style fob later fitted with a gilt sleeve containing a
comb musical movement and automaton of an amorous couple
47 mm
$1,000 - 1,500
PROPERTY OF VARIOUS OWNERS
96
Benjamin Gray & Justin Vulliamy, London. A fine gilt
metal quarter repeating cylinder watch
No. XSU, mid 18th century
Gilt full plate fusee movement with cylindrical pillars, steel cylinder,
brass escape wheel, scroll pierced cock, diamond endstone,
repeating on bell by depressing pendant, white enamel dial with arabic
minute numerals, roman chapters, blued beetle and poker hands,
engraved swing out case
46.5mm
$5,500 - 6,500

98
An 18K gold double dial watch with calendar and
moon phase with original box and instructions
for use
Swiss, case no. 98253, Trade Mark, a comet, last quarter 19th century
Gilt keyless lever movement jeweled through the third wheel,
counterpoised escapement, bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring, pin
set, white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued
hands, the reverse with calendar plate having an adjustable day of
week ring enclosing gilt date disc with apertures to display month and
moon phase, blued hand indicating current day, accompanied by two
printed multilingual sheets of instructions and original display box
47mm
$1,000 - 1,500

97
A rare 18K gold hunter cased quarter repeating
fob watch
The cuvette dated 1911
Gilt keyless lever movement jeweled through the center, pin set,
bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring, repeating on two gongs by
means of slide in case band, inscribed gold cuvette, enamel fancy
dial with ring of floral paillons enclosing roman chapters, gold scroll
hands, plain case
35mm
$1,000 - 1,500

95
96
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99
An elaborately chased and engraved 18K gold
hunter cased double dial calendar watch and a box
Swiss, circa 1900
Nickel manually wound lever bridge pattern movement with counterpoised
straight line escapement, bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring, lever set,
white enamel dial roman chapters, gold hands set with brilliants, subsidiary
seconds, on the reverse an annular white enamel calendar ring enclosing
visible calendar work with concentric hands for day and date, both lids of
the case finely chased and engraved with bands of foliage, accompanied
by a wood display box for a repeating watch
52mm
$1,500 - 2,000
100
LeCoultre. A fine 18K engraved gold hunter cased
minute repeating watch for the Mexican market
No. 9265, retailed by Relojeria Suiza, Pachuco, last quarter 19th century
31-jewel nickel lever movement with gold train, counterpoised
escapement, bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring, repeating on gongs by
means of slide on case band, lever set, glazed dust cap, engraved gold
cuvette, silver dial enhanced with varicolored gold grape vines, roman
chapters, subsidiary seconds, gold hands, the case profusely engraved
with scrolls and foliage inhabited by putti, birds and agricultural implements
57mm
$4,000 - 6,000

98

99

97

100
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101

101
LeCoultre. A good 18K gold hunter cased
minute repeating chronograph with calendar
and moon phase
Circa 1909
Gilt keyless lever movement jeweled through the center, bimetallic
balance, overcoiled spring, micrometer regulator, single button
chronograph work planted on the barrel bridge, activated by button
in case band, repeating on two gongs by means of slide in band,
glazed dust cover, gold cuvette engraved with various Exposition prize
medals, white enamel dial with fifth seconds ring, roman chapters,
subsidiary dials for day, date and month, seconds dial incorporating
moon phase, blued indicator hands, gold scroll hour and minute
hands, substantial monogramed gold case dated 1909 (movement in
disrepair, not in running order)
58mm
$5,000 - 5,500
PROPERTY FROM A PRIVATE COLLECTION
102
A 14K gold hunter cased quarter repeating watch
with erotic automaton
Signed on the dial LeCoultre
Gilt lever movement repeating on two gongs by means of slide on
band, fitted with a painted automaton scene of an amorous threesome
viewed through the pierced cuvette, lever set, white dial with arabic
chapters, subsidiary seconds, pierced blued scroll hands, engine
turned case with monogrammed cartouche
57mm
$3,000 - 5,000
PROPERTY OF VARIOUS OWNERS

102

103
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103
A fine 18K gold open face split second
chronograph with register
Swiss, retailed by Bigelow, Kennard Co., Boston, No. 6648, circa 1903
Jeweled adjusted nickel lever movement with chronograph and split
planted on the train and barrel bridges, activated by crown and button
on band, bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring, micrometer regulator,
signed and dated gold cuvette, signed white enamel dial with fifth
seconds ring enclosing fancy arabic chapters, 30-minute register,
subsidiary continuous seconds, pierced gold lyre hands, blued sweep
hands, plain numbered case engraved with a crest
47mm
$800 - 1,200

104

104
An unusual 18K gold open face split second
chronograph with register
“The Winner”, Swiss, retailed by The Goldsmiths Alliance,
Johannesburg, 1890’s
Gilt ¾ plate lever movement jeweled through the center, straight
line escapement with bimetallic balance and polished overcoiled
spring, polished steel chronograph work planted on the backplate,
split mechanism under dial, activated by crown and button on case
band, pin set, gold cuvette, white enamel dial with fifth seconds
ring enclosing subsidiary time, continuous seconds and 30-minute
register, blued hands, gold split hand, substantial elaborately
monogrammed case
55mm
$1,000 - 1,500
105
Vacheron & Constantin. A fine 18K rose gold open
face quarter repeating watch
Case No. 203358, Movement No. 334131, circa 1915
Gilt lever movement jeweled through the hammers, stem wind, pin
set, bimetallic balance, blued overcoiled spring, plain index regulator,
repeating on two gongs by means of a slide on the case band, signed
gold cuvette, renewed silvered dial with arabic chapters, subsidiary
seconds, gold hands, plain case with lozenge monogram, case, dial
and movement signed
48mm
$3,000 - 5,000

105

106
Vacheron & Constantin. A fine 14K gold hunter
cased dress watch
No. 314629, retailed by Boyd Park, Denver, circa 1908
17-jewel adjusted nickel lever movement, bimetallic balance,
overcoiled spring, micrometer regulator, inscribed and dated gold
cuvette, signed white enamel dial, red minute numerals, black fancy
arabic chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued hands, engine turned and
engraved original Keystone case
47mm
$800 - 1,200
107
A. Lange & Söhne. A 14K rose gold hunter cased
lever watch
Deutsch Uhrenfabrikation, no. 50313, circa 1898
15-jewel gilt ¾ plate movement, gold anchor and escape wheel,
bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring, swan’s neck micrometer
regulator, lever set, gold cuvette, signed white enamel dial, arabic
chapters, subsidiary seconds, gold scroll hands, plain case, case, dial
and movement signed
53mm
$3,000 - 4,000

106

Offered with a letter from A. Lange & Söhne confirming the age and
manufacture of the watch.

107
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108
Cartier, New York. A 14K gold and sapphire Retro
Modern ring watch
Ref: 9877, mid-20th century
17-jewel manual wound movement, circular silvered dial with raised
gilt arabic numerals flanked on either side by a row of calibré-cut
sapphire (one stone missing), continuing to corded shoulders and half
hoop, ring and movement signed by Cressarrow
11mm diam.
$1,500 - 2,500
109
A very fine gold and diamond ring watch for the
Russian market
Retailed by C. E. Bolin, St. Petersburg, last quarter 19th century
Gilt bridge pattern key wound cylinder movement jeweled through
the third wheel, plain gold balance, sliding shutter concealing winding
apertures, circular white enamel dial, roman chapters, blued Breguet
hands within a navette shaped case set with a radiating pattern of
rose-cut diamonds and enamel, the hinged shank capped with scrolls,
accompanied by apparently original jeweler’s fitted box
26x16mm
$5,000 - 7,000

111
Tiffany & Co. An unusual 18K white gold and
diamond lady’s cocktail watch
After a design by Paloma Picasso, 1984
Quartz movement, the circular open work case set with baguette and
round diamonds forming the chapters within a ring set with numerous
round diamonds, associated leather strap and 18K white gold buckle
22mm
$4,000 - 5,000
112
Van Cleef & Arpels. A very fine Art Deco platinum,
diamond and sapphire shuttered purse watch
Ref: 32299, the movement by Vacheron & Constantin, no. 409876, 1920’s
15-jewel adjusted lever movement with bimetallic balance, square
brushed silvered dial with applied arabic chapters, polished arrow hands,
the case hinged and concealed within an oblong case with shutters
flanked on either side by six baguette-cut diamonds and opened by
depressing the side panels, each set with six cabochon sapphires
45mm
$20,000 - 30,000

110
Agassiz. A fine platinum open face Art Deco dress
watch with diamond numerals
No. 307708, 1930’s
17-jewel nickel lever movement, bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring,
signed square silvered dial with diamond-set baton numerals and
arabic quarters, polished hands, polished and brushed conforming
platinum case, engraved with name
35mm
$1,500 - 2,500

109

108
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113
Cartier. A very unusual stainless steel Art Deco
fob watch
Ref:8727, movement by LeCoultre, no. 90047, case no. 31177, 1930’s
17-jewel manual winding movement, two tone silvered dial with minute
ring enclosing baton numerals with arabic quarters, blued hands,
circular snap back “Staybrite” case suspended within three steel rings
42mm
$5,000 - 7,000
An example of this design in gold from the 1950’s is illustrated in Le
Temps de Cartier, p 243. Another version, dated 1937 can be found
on p 195.
114
Vacheron & Constantin. A fine platinum early
wristwatch and a 14K white gold and diamond
mesh bracelet
Movement no. 396520, the case by Verger frères, Paris, circa 1920
15-jewel nickel position adjusted movement, bimetallic balance,
overcoiled spring, rectangular silvered dial with minute ring enclosing
arabic chapters, blued arrow hands, plain polished tank-style case,
associated contemporary adjustable mesh strap enhanced with
diamonds on each side of the case
$2,000 - 2,500

110

111

112

114
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115
Patek Philippe. A fine enameled
and diamond-set 18K gold
pendant watch and chain
No. 158385, made for Tiffany & Co., New
York, 1910’s
18-jewel nickel lever adjusted movement,
bimetallic balance, flat spring, silvered
dial signed Tiffany & Co., arabic chapters,
blued hands, engine turned case set with
round diamond within a pieced rosette set
with rose cut diamonds, blue guilloche lid
with diamond bezel and lacy white gold
openwork surround, the chain of tapered
links enameled en suite
35mm
$25,000 - 30,000

118

117

116
LeRoy & fils, Paris and London,
A fine and unusual 18K gold fob
watch set with a hardstone
cameo and seed pearls, with
original box
No. 41578, circa 1860
Gilt bar pattern cylinder movement jeweled
through the third wheel, plain gilt balance, key
wound and set, signed gold cuvette, white
enamel dial with minute ring enclosing roman
chapters, gold arrow hands, case back set
with a well carved agate cameo within a bezel
set with seed pearls, accompanied by original
maker’s display box
31mm
$4,000 - 5,000
117
An enameled 18K gold diamond
set fob watch with chain and
gold key
Signed “Lepine, Place des Victoires 2 &
Palais Royal G’re de Valois 124, Paris,”
mid 19th century
Gilt bar pattern cylinder movement jeweled
to the third wheel, plain gilt balance, key
wound and set, gold cuvette, white enamel
dial, minute ring, roman chapters, gold
arrow hands, gold case with chased band,
enameled lid with scalloped panel centering
rose cut diamonds, the double link chain
enameled en suite with key and seal.
35mm
$2,000 - 4,000
118
An enameled 18K gold diamond
set hunter cased fob watch with
chain and gold key
Signed “Louis Raby, H’ger de l’Empereur, No.5
B’vart des Italiens, Paris”, mid 19th century
Gilt bar pattern cylinder movement jeweled to
the third wheel, plain gilt balance, key wound
and set, gold cuvette, white enamel dial,
roman chapters, blued Breguet hands, gold
case with chased and enameled lids forming
rosettes centering rose cut diamonds, short
double link chain with cruciform ratchet key
31.5mm
$1,000 - 1,500
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PROPERTY OF A NEW YORK COLLECTOR
119
A very fine Art Deco carved rock crystal, onyx and diamond
enameled silver gilt desk clock
Swiss, retailed by E. M. Gattle, New York, circa 1925
The oval silver dial with arabic chapter ring enclosing enamel inlaid center engraved with vines,
tapered hands set with rose-cut diamonds, the conforming case suspended between tapered
rock crystal columns carved with vines and capped by carved bouquets, all on rectangular
onyx base with fluted fee and raised on ebonized plinth, fitted with a 15-jewel adjusted
movement with lever escapement
width 19cm (7in), depth 9.3cm (3.5in),height 17cm (6.5in)
$10,000 - 12,000

119
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FROM A PRIVATE NEW YORK COLLECTION
120Y
A fine singing bird box
Signed, JFR in an oval, Numbered 641, for les frères Rochat,
Geneva, circa 1830
With fusee movement, the bird with multi-colored plumage moving
head, beak, wings and tailfeather to 1-2-3-4 sequential birdsong by
means of an eight cam stack and rectangular bellows, rising through
pierced and chased grille, the oval lid with painted enamel scene
of Lake Geneva and Mont Blanc beyond, the interior with further
mountain scenery, in plain polished tortoiseshell case with hidden key
compartment in rear
8.4cm wide
$20,000 - 30,000

120
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PROPERTY FROM A PRIVATE COLLECTION
121
Cartier, France. An unusual mirrored and enameled Art Deco large
desk clock
No. 1073, 1930’s
On rectangular enameled base inset with hinged rose tinted glass panel supporting the square
case with fluted tinted mirror panels to the top and sides, the enclosed mirror dial with arabic
chapters, enameled hands, the jeweled timepiece movement with lever escapement, signed
on the base and dial
22cm 8 ¾ in high
$12,000 - 18,000
As indicated by the electrical contacts in the base, the hinged panel in the base conceals a bell
push mechanism.

121
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PROPERTY OF A NEW YORK COLLECTOR
122
A fine Viennese enameled and gilt silver
Renaissance Revival timepiece
Last quarter 19th century, in the style of Hermann Boehm
On enameled domed base supported by a silver gilt figure of a harpy,
the oval case finely painted with amorous mythological scenes in a
wooded landscape, similarly painted circular dial with roman chapters,
blued hands, fitted with a verge watch movement
18cm high
$3,000 - 5,000
123
A fine Viennese enameled and gilt silver
Renaissance Revival timepiece
Last quarter 19th century, in the style of Hermann Boehm
On paneled domed base with applied masks, the oval case supported
by an enameled and gilt figure of an ibis, oval gilt dial with champlevé
enamel garland enclosing roman chapter ring, gilt hands, fitted with a
verge watch movement signed Gudin
18cm high
$3,000 - 5,000

PROPERTY FROM THE ESTATE OF JOHN M. KAUFFMANN,
YARMOUTH, ME
124
An enameled and gilt silver small boudoir
timepiece and case
Swiss, 1920’s Oblong, with rising loop handle, the case decorated
with gilt chinoiseries on green enamel ground, circular silvered dial with
applied gold arabic chapters, blued hands, damascened movement
with lever escapement and bimetallic balance, accompanied by
original fitted leather case
50mm high with handle
$800 - 1,200
PROPERTY FROM A PRIVATE COLLECTION
125
Cartier. A leather clad quarter repeating travel
clock
Signed, E. W. & C. Co., Inc., France, no. 124368, 1920’s
The oblong case with “fiveteen” [sic] jewel lever movement, push
repeat on gongs, circular silvered dial with luminous arabic chapters,
luminous hands (distressed)
$1,000 - 1,500
For a similar clock see Le Temps de Cartier, p 186

123
122
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PROPERTY OF VARIOUS OWNERS
126
Cartier. A fine 18K gold and diamond lady’s
bracelet watch
Panthère Ruban, 2000’s
Quartz movement, square mother of pearl dial with bold roman
numerals, gold hands, bezel set with numerous round diamonds,
completed by a basket weave bracelet with deployant clasp, case,
dial and movement signed
16mm
$5,500 - 6,500
127
A 14K gold purse watch in the form of a lipstick case
1950’s
17-jewel manual winding movement, shock resistant suspension to
monometallic balance, molded rectangular case with silvered dial
mounted at one end of the reeded case, applied gold arabic and
abstract numerals, gold hands, with presentation inscription
70mm overall length
$800 - 900
128
Jaeger LeCoultre. A fine 18K gold Art Deco lady’s
bracelet watch
Retailed by Hermés, Case no. 67857, Movement no. 25631, 1940’s
16-jewel back winding movement , monometallic balance, flat spring,
circular silvered dial with arabic and abstract numerals, blued hands,
conforming circular case with back secured by two screws, completed
by a bracelet of circular links
16mm
$3,500 - 4,500

126
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129
Movado. A 14K gold lady’s bracelet watch
Retailed by Cartier, ref: 21149, 1970’s
17-jewel manual winding movement, oval silver dial signed Cartier,
applied gold baton numerals, gold hands, oval snap back case with
convex bezel, completed by a tapered bracelet of graduated open
hexagonal links
17mm
$2,500 - 3,500
130
Cartier. An 18K yellow and white gold diamond-set
bracelet watch
Movement No. 1228263 Signed Cartier Inc., Case Nos. 158486 and
019102, Manufactured in 1965
Jewelled manual-winding movement, circular silvered dial with black baton
numerals, white gold round case, winder to the back, bezel with two half
moons set with round diamonds, integral 18K yellow gold bracelet links of
intricate wirework links divided in three sections with four platinum half links
set with round diamonds, case, dial, and movement signed
20mm
$6,000 - 8,000
Accompanied by Cartier Certificate of Authenticity No. 1055 dated 02
January 1999 confirming the production of the present ladies bracelet
watch with 50 round diamonds of approximately 0.75 carats, by
Cartier Paris in 1965.
131
Longines. A rose gold gem set Retro Modern lady’s
bracelet watch
No. 6474816, 1940’s
17-jewel manual winding movement with bimetallic balance,
rectangular white dial with gilt dot and bar numerals, blued hands,
rectangular case set with flanking rows of ruby and diamond,
completed by a florentine bracelet of hooped links
$1,500 - 2,000
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PROPERTY FROM A PRIVATE COLLECTION
132
Two gilt metal novelty watches
Each with manually wound movement, the first, signed Royce, in the
form of a spinning roulette wheel, the second, signed Gubelin, a cube
engraved with figures from playing cards
44 and 19 mm
$700 - 900
PROPERTY OF VARIOUS OWNERS

132

133
Cartier. An enameled and gilt silver gold mounted
mechanical pencil with concealed watch
1930’s
The manually wound movement concealed within a rotating shutter.
$1,800 - 22,000
Desk accessories designed with timepieces were part of Cartier’s
stock in trade. A variety of pens and pencils were produced beginning
in the 1930’s.
See. Le Temps de Cartier, pp 216 - 217

133
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134
Cartier, Paris. An 18K gold Ceinture wristwatch
Case no. 781001558, 1970’s
17-jewel manual winding movement, shaped rectangular white dial,
roman numerals enclosing minute ring, blued minute hand, gilt hour
hand, molded conforming snap back case with enclosed octagonal
crown, maker’s leather strap and 18K gold deployant clasp, case, dial
and movement signed
25mm
$2,000 - 2,500

136
Cartier. A fine 18K gold wristwatch
Ref:2223, by European Watch and Clock Co., no. 10041, case no.
344495, 1940’s
18-jewel manual winding movement adjusted to temperature and
position, bimetallic balance, square silver dial with applied gold dot
and baton numerals (one missing), gold hands, plain gold snap back
case with polished stepped bezel, satin strap
26mm
$2,000 - 2,500

135
A thin 18K gold wristwatch
Retailed by Cartier
Quartz movement, silver dial with baton numerals, gold hands, circular
snap back case with polished bezel, leather strap
31mm
$1,000 - 1,200

137
Piaget. A fine 18K white gold wristwatch
Altiplano, 50930 / 832969
Quartz movement, square black dial, arabic numerals, polished hands,
conforming square case with polished bezel, brushed back secured
by eight screws, leather strap with maker’s 18K white gold buckle
30mm
$4,500 - 5,500

135
137
134

136
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139

138

138
Cartier. An 18K gold automatic wristwatch with date
Pasha, Ref:1991, Case No. M 105494, Circa 1995
17-jewel ETA Cal.2824.2 self-winding movement, silvered dial with
luminous dot and black painted Arabic quarters, black inner square
minute track with five minute markers, blued steel dagger hands with
luminous inserts and centre seconds, magnified date aperture at 4,
polished round case with back secured by 8 screws, fixed calibrated
bezel, cabochon set screw down crown with security link, fitted brown
Cartier leather strap with signed 18K gold deployant buckle, case, dial
and movement signed
38mm
$3,000 - 5,000

139
Cartier. A fine 18K gold automatic chronograph
wristwatch with date
Pasha, Ref: 2111, No. 386519MG, 2000’s
37-jewel Cal. 205 self-winding movement, shock resistant suspension
to monometallic balance, guilloche silvered dial with minute ring and
luminous dot numerals enclosing subsidiary 30-minute and 12-hour
registers and continuous seconds incorporating date aperture, blued
hands, cabochon chronograph pushers and cabochon screw down
crown, calibrated rotating bezel, polished circular case with glazed
back secured by eight screws, maker’s leather strap and 18K gold
deployant clasp, case, dial and movement signed
38.5mm
$5,000 - 7,000
140	No lot
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141

142

141
Corum. A gold ingot watch
No. 14400/325327
18-jewel cal. 846 position adjusted movement, shock resistant
suspension to monometallic balance, rectangular dial made from 10
gram refined gold ingot, blued hands, conforming rectangular 18K
gold case with back secured by four screws, crown set with circular
cut diamond, leather strap
21mm
$2,500 - 3,500

142
Bulgari. A black center seconds automatic wrist
watch with date
International Edition No. 1250/3300
25-jewel self winding movement, circular black dial with raised gold
arabic and baton numerals, date aperture at 3 o’clock, gold hands,
conforming case with bezel impressed BULGARI, glazed back
secured by six screws, maker’s leather strap and buckle
33mm
$1,200 - 1,800
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143

143
Patek Philippe. Two keyless lever watch movements
No. 85794, a 13.5”’ gilt hunter case fob watch movement with
roman chapter white enamel dial and No. 134799 an 18”’ nickel
open face movement with micrometer regulator, retailed by
Spaulding & Co., Chicago, with retailer signed arabic chapter dial,
now in a gold filled case
$500 - 1,000
144
Patek Philippe. A fine 18K gold open face dress
watch with 14K chain and penknife
Case no. 636289, Movement no. 881864, circa 1946
18-jewel Cal. 17”’-210 adjusted movement, bimetallic balance,
overcoiled spring, micrometer regulator, monogrammed and dated
gold cuvette, silver dial, applied gold arabic chapters, subsidiary
seconds, gold Breguet hands, polished case with ribbon monogram,
case, dial and movement signed, accompanied by a short wire work
chain and gold clad penknife
45mm 10.5g weight of chain
$3,000 - 5,000
145
Patek Philippe. A fine 18K rose gold Art Deco dress
watch with original box
Case No. 624201, Movement No. 870742, 1940’s
18-jewel Cal. 17”’ -25/12 movement with Geneva Observatory seal,
bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring, micrometer regulator, gold
train, silvered dial, gold applied tapered baton numerals, subsidiary
seconds, tapered gold hands, plain snap back case, case, dial and
movement signed, accompanied by maker’s red leather display box
46mm
$2,500 - 3,500
Offered with an Extract from the Patek Philippe Archives confirming
the manufacture of the watch and its sale, September 12th, 1941.

144

145
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146
Patek Philippe. A rare stainless steel open face
dress watch
Case no. 610175/24, Movement no. 823687, 1930’s
18-jewel 17”’ nickel adjusted lever movement with Seal of Geneva,
escapement with moustache counterpoise, bimetallic balance,
overcoiled spring, micrometer regulator, silvered dial with applied
polished steel baton numerals, subsidiary seconds, polished hands,
plain snap back case by Taubert & fils, case, dial and movement signed
46mm
$3,000 - 5,000
Offered with an Extract from the Patek Philippe Archives confirming
the manufacture of the watch in 1930 and its sale July 13th 1934.
146

147
Patek Philippe. A rare stainless steel open face
dress watch
Case no. 610170/21, Movement no. 808563
18-jewel 17”’ nickel adjusted lever movement, escapement with
moustache counterpoise, bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring, index
regulator, silvered dial with applied polished steel baton numerals,
subsidiary seconds, polished hands, monogrammed snap back case
by Taubert & fils, case, dial and movement signed
46mm
$3,000 - 5,000
Offered with an Extract from the Patek Philippe Archives confirming
the manufacture of the watch in 1923 and its sale May14th 1935.
148
Patek Philippe. A fine enameled 18K gold dress
watch with 14K gold chain and gold clad pen knife
Case no. 414243, Movement No. 817813, 1920’s
18-jewel adjusted manual winding movement, bimetallic balance, flat
spring, plain index regulator, silvered dial, applied gold arabic chapters,
subsidiary seconds, gold hands, the bezels of the monogramed
chased with leaves between panels of geometric champlevé enamel,
accompanied by a 14K gold chain of elongated wire work links and a
monogramed penknife
44.5mm, 39 grams weight of chain
$4,000 - 6,000

147

148
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149
Patek Philippe. An 18K gold open face dress watch
Case no. 289684, Movement no. 804055, 1920’s
18-jewel adjusted nickel lever movement, escapement with
moustache counterpoise, bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring,
silvered dial with applied gold arabic chapters, subsidiary seconds,
gold hands, plain case, case, dial and movement signed
46mm
$1,000 - 1,500

149

151
Patek Philippe. An 18K enameled gold open face
dress watch with box and original certificate
Case no. 409935, Movement no. 807071, retailed by S. H. Kirby &
Sons, New Haven
18-jewel adjusted nickel lever movement, escapement with
moustache counterpoise, bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring,
silvered dial with applied gold arabic chapters, subsidiary seconds,
gold hands, plain case enhanced with champlevé enamel bezels
and bow, case, dial and movement signed, accompanied by original
Certificate of Origin and Warranty and original retailer’s display box
44mm
$2,500 - 3,500

150

151
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150
Patek Philippe. An 18K gold open face dress watch
and box
Case no. 405910, Movement no. 189565, retailed by A. Newsalt,
Dayton O., 1920’s
18-jewel adjusted nickel lever movement, escapement with
moustache counterpoise, bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring, snail
cam precision regulator, signed cuvette, silvered dial with arabic
chapters, subsidiary seconds, gold hands, plain concealed hinge
case, case, dial and movement signed, accompanied by maker’s
display box
45mm
$1,000 - 1,200

152
Patek Philippe. A fine 18K gold dress watch with
special dial
Case no. 636289, Movement no. 173654, circa 1914
18-jewel nickel lever adjusted movement, counterpoised escapement,
bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring, signed and dated gold cuvette,
white enamel chapter ring with “gothick” numerals enclosing gold
center chased with arches on matted ground, subsidiary seconds,
shaped blued “gothick” hands, gold case with elaborate ribbon
monogram, case, dial and movement signed
47mm
$5,000 - 7,000
153
Patek Philippe. An 18K gold open face small fob
watch
Case no. 240245, Movement no. 118236, 1900’s
15-jewel 10”’ gilt quarter plate caliber lever movement, bimetallic
balance, flat spring, pin set, gold cuvette, white enamel dial with
red minute numerals enclosing arabic chapter, gold scroll hands,
monogrammed case, case, dial and movement signed
27mm
$1,200 - 1,800

152

154
Patek Philippe. An 18K gold open face fob watch
Case no. 261961, Movement no.145407, 1900’s
15-jewel 12”’ gilt lever movement, bimetallic balance, flat spring, pin
set, signed and numbered gold cuvette, white enamel dial with red
minute numerals enclosing arabic chapter, gold scroll hands, enamel
monogrammed case, case, dial and movement signed
32mm
$1,200 - 1,800
153

154
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155

155
Patek Philippe. An 18K rose gold open face dress watch
Movement No.110271, retailed by Spaulding & Co., Chicago, circa 1900
18-jewel nickel keyless lever movement, counterpoised straight
line escapement, bimetallic balance, overcoiled blued spring, snail
cam precision regulator, wolf’s tooth winding gears, signed gold
cuvette, white enamel dial with retailer’s signature, arabic chapters,
subsidiary seconds, gold pierced scroll hands, case numbered and
signed by retailer
50mm
$1,500 - 2,000
156
Patek Philippe. A fine 18K rose gold hunter cased
keyless lever watch
Case no. 226355, Movement no. 106849, 1890’s
20-jewel 19 ½ “’ nickel “EXTRA” movement, adjusted to temperature,
isochronism and position, counterpoised escapement, bimetallic
balance, overcoiled spring, micrometer regulator, signed gold cuvette,
white enamel dial, arabic chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued hands,
plain case, case, dial and movement signed
51mm
$3,000 - 5,000
Offered with an Extract from the Patek Philippe Archives confirming
the manufacture of the movement in 1896, its subsequent return to
Patek Philippe in 1939 and final sale April 3, 1964.

156
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157

157
Patek Philippe. A quarter repeating chronograph
movement
No. 97445, 1890’s
Nickel 21”’ lever movement jeweled through the hammers,
counterpoised escapement, bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring,
chronograph work planted on the train and barrel bridges, slide repeat
on gongs, signed gilt dial with fifth seconds ring enclosing roman
chapters, blued hands, gold sweep hand, now displayed in a block of
clear plastic
$3,000 - 5,000
158
Patek Philippe. A fine 18K rose gold hunter cased
keyless lever watch and a gold chain
Retailed by Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co., Philadelphia, case and
movement no. 95117, 1890’s
20-jewel 19 ½ “’ nickel “EXTRA” movement, counterpoised
escapement, bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring, micrometer
regulator, gold cuvette, white enamel dial signed by retailer, arabic
chapters, subsidiary seconds, gold scroll hands, monogrammed case
by Sheibler, case, dial and movement signed by retailer, movement
signed by Patek Philippe, together with a watch chain
51mm 10.8g weight of chain
$2,500 - 3,500

158

159
Patek Philippe. An 18K gold open face five minute
repeating watch
Case No. 213670, Movement no. 90778, retailed by Spaulding & Co.,
Chicago, 1890’s
Nickel keyless lever movement jeweled through the hammers,
counterpoised escapement, bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring,
repeating on gongs by means of slide on band, signed gold cuvette,
replaced gilt dial with arabic chapters, blued hands, plain case, case
and movement signed
46mm
$3,000 - 5,000

159
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169

160
Patek Philippe. An 18K rose gold open face keyless
lever watch
Case no. 205551, Movement no. 87063, retailed by Relojoaria
Gondolo, 71 Rua da Quitanda, Rio de Janeiro, 1890’s
15-jewel gilt 19”’ quarter plate caliber movement, escapement with
moustache counterpoise, bimetallic balance, flat spring, regulator
index on barrel bridge, wolf’s tooth winding gears, pin set, signed gold
cuvette, white enamel dial, minute ring enclosing roman chapters,
gold hands, subsidiary seconds, engine turned case, case, dial and
movement signed
48mm
$1,500 - 2,500
Offered with an Extract from the Patek Philippe archives confirming the
manufacture of the watch in 1890 and its sale February 24th 1891.
161
Patek Philippe. A finely engraved silver open face
lever watch
Case no. 204338, Movement no. 83895, circa 1890
19”’ gilt movement jeweled through the third wheel, escapement with
moustache counterpoise, bimetallic balance, flat spring, regulator
with index on barrel bridge, wolf’s tooth winding gears, pin set, silver
cuvette, white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued
hands, engine turned case, interior of lid finely engraved with scene of
the Crucifixion
50mm
$800 - 1,200
Offered with an Extract from the Patek Philippe Archives confirming
the manufacture of the watch with its engraved case in 1889 and its
sale June 13th 1890.

161
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162
Patek Philippe. An 18K gold open face lever watch
Case and movement No. 76688, Retailed by Zanetti & Moreira, Sao
Paulo, 1880’s
15-jewel gilt 19”’ quarter plate caliber movement, escapement with
moustache counterpoise, bimetallic balance, flat spring, regulator
index on barrel bridge, wolf’s tooth winding gears, pin set, signed gold
cuvette, white enamel dial, minute ring enclosing roman chapters,
gold hands, subsidiary seconds, engine turned case, case, dial and
movement signed
48mm
$1,000 - 1,500
163
Patek Philippe. A fine 18K rose gold hunter cased
chronograph
Case and movement no. 47364, 1870’s
Gilt lever movement jeweled through the chronograph train,
escapement with moustache counterpoise, bimetallic balance, flat
spring, polished steel chronograph work planted on the train and
barrel bridges, activated by single button on case band, wolf’s tooth
winding gears, signed and numbered gold cuvette, white enamel dial
with fifth seconds ring enclosing roman chapters, subsidiary seconds,
blued hands, plain polished case
51mm
$4,000 - 6,000

162

Offered with an Extract from the Patek Philippe Archives confirming
the manufacture of the watch in 1872.

163
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164
165

166

164
Patek Philippe. A fine 18K gold
hunter cased keyless lever watch
No. 34971, retailed by Palmer Bachelders &
Co., Boston, 1860’s
Nickel movement jeweled through the
third wheel, bimetallic balance, flat spring,
moustache counterpoise, gold second and
third wheels, Philippe’s winding and setting
with wolf’s tooth gearing, signed gold cuvette,
white enamel dial, roman chapters, blued
hands, subsidiary seconds, engine turned
case, numbered 34971, movement numbered
34971 on top plate, dial with scratch number
34971 on reverse
45mm
$2,500 - 3,500

165
Patek Philippe. A fine 18K gold
hunter cased early keyless
lever watch
No. 23448, Retailed by Geo. W. Webb,
Baltimore, 1860’s
Nickel 18”’ movement jeweled through
the third wheel, gold train, escapement
with moustache counterpoise, bimetallic
balance, over coiled spring, wolf’s tooth
winding gears, signed and numbered gold
cuvette, white enamel dial, roman chapters,
subsidiary seconds, blued hands, engine
turned case with vacant cartouche, case
signed and numbered
48mm
$1,500 - 2,500

Offered with an Extract from the Patek
Philippe Archives confirming the
manufacture of the watch in 1868 and its
sale, October 23, 1872.

Offered with an Extract from the Patek
Philippe Archives confirming the
manufacture of the watch in 1863 and sale
November 15th 1867.
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PROPERTY FROM THE ESTATE OF TED
DENTON, MONTECITO CA
166
Patek Philippe. A fine 18K gold
open face fob watch and key
No.30285, 1860’s
Gilt bar battern movment jeweled to the third
wheel, cylinder escapement, plain gold three
arm balance and flat spring, key wound ans
set, signed gold cuvette, white enamel dial
roman chapters, fine blued Breguet hands,
engine turned case chased with scroll rosette
and band of flower heads, accompanied by
a gold tipsy key on a short gold chain and a
modern gold filled chain
31mm
$1,500 - 2,000

167

PROPERTY OF VARIOUS OWNERS
167
A. Lange & Söhne. A large military pilot’s watch with center seconds
Ref:127-560A-1, Movement no. 213433,
B-Uhr model produced by A. Lange & Sohne,
circa 1942
and featured their large caliber 48.
Gilt divided ¾ plate movement jeweled
through the center, bimetallic balance,
Produced to the Luftwaffe’s specifications, the
overcoiled spring, swan’s neck micrometer
watches would all have a mechanical movement
regulator, black dial with luminous minute ring, with center seconds, cases measuring 55mm
five minute markers and arabic numerals,
to accommodate the large movements (which
lozenge hands with luminous fill, sweep hand, were typically used in pocket watches) and
snap back grey metal case engraved with
have an oversized crown. The watches would
serial number and Fl 23883, leather strap
all be fitted on an extra-long leather strap so
(worn), signed on case and movement
they could be worn over a flight jacket. The
55mm
crown could be operated with gloves on, and
$5,000 - 8,000
would be able to stop the central seconds. The
movement would be surrounded by an iron
In the 1940’s, the German Air Force, or
core, making the watch anti-magnetic.
Luftwaffe, commissioned watches for their pilots
from IWC, Laco, Stowa, Wempe, and A. Lange These watches became known as the B-Uhr
& Sohne. The present watch is an example of a style, abbreviated for Beobachtungs-uhren, or

“Observation” watch. The B-Uhr had two dial
variations - Type A dials featured a standard
outer minute track and large triangle at 12
o’clock, while the later Type B dials had an
inner hour track and outer minute track.
The watch cases were engraved on the left side
“FL23883” to identify the watch for navigation.
On the inside of the case back, it contained
further identifying numbers and information:
type (Bauart), production number (GerätNr.), movement (Werk-Bez.), order number
(Anforderz), and manufacturer (Hersteller).
As the watches were property of the Luftwaffe,
and not the individual navigators, the pilots had
to return their watches after completing the
mission, thus enhancing their collectability today.
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168

169

168
Bulova. An 18K gold Accutron center seconds
bracelet watch
No. D11243, 1970’s
Silvered dial with applied baton numerals, tapered gold hands with
luminous fill, conforming circular screw back case with setting ring
on back lid, faceted lugs, completed by an 18K gold bracelet of
rectangular links, deployant clasp.
34mm
$1,000 - 1,500
PROPERTY FROM A PRIVATE COLLECTION
169
Longines. A 14K white gold wristwatch with
diamond numerals
No. 8975114, 1950’s
17-jewel Cal. 22L manual winding movement, monometallic balance,
circular silvered dial, with applied round diamond numerals, subsidiary
seconds, polished hands, snap back case with teardrop lugs, leather
strap, case, dial and movement signed
33mm
$1,000 - 1,500
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170

PROPERTY OF VARIOUS OWNERS
170
Vacheron & Constantin – LeCoultre. A 14K white
gold mystery wristwatch with diamond numerals
Case no. 42671, Movement no. 1220299, 1950’s
17-jewel Cal. 408 / CW manual winding movement, silvered dial with
baton numerals each set with three round diamonds, hour and minute
markers set with single round diamond, circular snap back case with
down turned lugs, leather strap, case, dial and movement signed
33mm
$1,500 - 2,000

171

171
Movado. A 14K gold and diamond-set wristwatch
Ref:01301, No. 352 224 085, Circa 1959
17-jewel manual-winding movement, sunburst champagne dial,
diamond-set numerals, gilt baton hands, circular case, snap
back, associated lizard strap and 18k gold buckle, case, dial, and
movement signed
32mm
$1,000 - 1,500

172

172
Tiffany & Co., New York. A fine 14K gold wristwatch
1930’s
17-jewel position adjusted manual winding nickel movement, signed
International Watch Co., no. 1102529, bimetallic balance, overcoiled
spring, signed circular silvered dial with applied gold arabic and
abstract numeral, gold hands, subsidiary seconds, substantial
monogramed Cresarrow snap back case with boldly curved lugs,
leather strap
30mm
$700 - 800
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174

173

173
Patek Philippe. A fine 18K gold early wristwatch
Retailed and cased by Tiffany & Co., Movement no. 183637, circa 1918
18-jewel 10”’ nickel manually wound movement adjusted to position,
temperature and isochronism, lever escapement with moustache
counterpoise, bimetallic balance, flat spring, square silvered dial
signed Tiffany & Co. with luminous arabic numerals, blued luminous
hands, monogrammed gold case with convex square bezel by
Cresarrow and signed Tiffany & Co., leather strap
25mm
$4,000 - 5,000
174
Tiffany & Co. A 14K gold water resistant center
seconds wristwatch
1940’s
15-jewel Movado movement with bimetallic balance, flat spring,
circular silvered dial with minute ring enclosing raised gold arabic
numerals, gold hands, red tipped sweep hand, monogrammed screw
back Taubert & fils patent case with inner dust cover, molded bezel
and tapered lugs, case and movement signed Movado, worn leather
strap with maker’s 14K gold buckle
30mm
$1,000 - 1,500
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175

175
Nomos, Glashütte. A fine stainless steel slim
wristwatch
Tangente, no. 21790
Manually wound movement, circular silvered dial with alternating arabic
and abstract numerals, subsidiary seconds, blued hands, plain polished
circular case, maker’s leather strap and steel buckle, accompanied by
maker’s original packaging, instructions and warranty card
35mm
$1,400 - 1,800
176
Paul Gerber, Zurich. A fine and unusual 18K gold
automatic wristwatch with retrograde seconds
with box and certificate
Ref: 155, no. 19, sold 2012
Jeweled proprietary Cal. 15 self-winding movement with dual platinum
winding weights, silver dial with applied blued arabic numerals
enclosing guilloche center with retrograde seconds arc, circular case
with convex bezel and glazed back secured by six screws, maker’s
leather strap and 18K gold buckle, case, dial and movement signed,
accompanied by display box, outer packaging, Certificate, warranty
card, polishing cloth, hang tag and leather folding wallet
35mm
$2,000 - 4,000

176
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179

177

178

177
A stainless steel tachymeter chronograph
wristwatch with pulse meter
17-jewel manual winding movement with crown wheel two button
chronograph work planted on the barrel bridge, circular silvered dial,
signed Lemania, tachymeter scale enclosing arabic numerals, pulse
scale, subsidiary dials for continuous seconds, 30-minute register,
blued hands, brushed snap back case, leather strap
37mm
$2,000 - 2,500
178
An 18K gold chronograph wristwatch
Signed on the dial ARSA, 1940’s
17-jewel manual winding movement with bimetallic balance, flat
spring, crown wheel two button chronograph work planted on the
train bridges, circular two tone silvered dial, telemeter scale enclosing,
baton numerals, tachymeter scale, subsidiary dials for continuous
seconds and 30-minute register, blued hands, brushed and polished
plain snap back case with wide bezel
32mm
$1,800 - 2,200
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179
Universal Genève. A good stainless steel water
resistant center seconds wristwatch
Case no. 1112380, 1940’s
17-jewel Cal. 263 manual winding movement, shock resistant
suspension to monometallic balance, silvered dial with fifth seconds
ring enclosing luminous arabic numerals and 12-24 numerals,
luminous blued hands, brushed screw back case with polished
molded bezel, leather strap, case, dial and movement signed
32mm
$300 - 400

181

180

PROPERTY OF A CZECH-AMERICAN FAMILY
180
Longines. A large cushion-shaped stainless steel
military wristwatch, made for the
Czechoslovakian Air Force
Anti-Magnetique, Movement No. 5724628, Inside Case Nos. 20164
and 206, Manufactured in 1938
Cal. 15.26 Z gilt-finished jewelled lever movement, black dial with
outer railway minute divisions enclosing luminous Arabic numerals,
luminous mercedes hands, subsidiary seconds, large cushionshaped case with rotating bezel with luminous inner pointer, snap
back engraved MAJETEK VOJENSKÉ SPRÁVY 2138, extended
downturned lugs with fixed bars, associated cloth strap, case, dial
and movement signed
41mm
$2,500 - 3,500
The manufacturer has confirmed the present watch was invoiced on
December 10, 1938 to the company Guth, the Longines agent in
Czechoslovakia for government agencies.
Formed in October of 1918, the Czechoslovakian Air Force started
as a small group of Czech soldiers, with the assistance of a French
military aviation mission. It rapidly expanded, but by the late 1930’s,
Czechoslovakia was forced to concede part of it’s territory to the
Germans. In March of 1939, Germany annexed the remaining territory
and a number of the armed forces and air force escaped and joined
the Polish and French air forces. The end of the war brought about a

new Czechoslovakian air force, with assistance and equipment from
Germany, Britain, and Russia.
In between World War I and World War II, several watch manufacturers
supplied watches and tools to military forces. Longines in particular
provided watches to the Czech Air Force, delivering the first examples
in the mid-1930’s. Known as the “Majetek”, these military watches
were developed through the 1920’s, with the frosted gilt movement
originally designed as a small pocketwatch caliber. As a wristwatch
movement, however, it is fairly large - 15 lignes, which is approximately
34mm. This movement was intended to withstand the action a pilot
might see in battle, and featured anti-magnetic properties as well.
The model is described and illustrated in Longines Watches by John
Goldberger, pp. 120 & 121, according to which the engraving on
the case back translates as belonging to the Czechoslovakian Army
Patrimony, “Property of military administration”.
The present watch comes from a descendent of the original owner,
who was a member of the Czechoslovakian Army. It is not known if
these wristwatches were distributed to Army members as well, or if
perhaps this gentleman performed an act of heroism and the watch
was given as a token of appreciation.
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182
PROPERTY OF VARIOUS OWNERS

183

184

181
Longines. A fine stainless steel
automatic pilot’s watch
Ref:L2.794.4.53.2, Heritage 1935, No. 55
Self winding ETA 2895 movement, circular
black dial with arabic numerals, subsidiary
seconds incorporating date aperture, polished
hands with luminous fill, substantial faceted
tonneau case with back secured by four
screws, maker’s leather strap and steel
buckle, accompanied by original display box,
instruction manual and outer packaging
42mm
$1,200 - 1,800
In early 2014, Longines released the Heritage
1935 model, with a very similar design to
the original watches made for the Czech Air
Force. These modern watches pay tribute to
the history of the brand, and have brought
about an increased interest in the early,
original examples that were used during the
1930’s and 1940’s.
182
Blancpain. A fine stainless
steel automatic chronograph
wristwatch with date
Flyback, No. 5226
35-jewel Cal. F185 self-winding position
adjusted movement with gold rotor, black
dial with fifth seconds ring enclosing
luminous arabic numerals, subsidiary dials for
30-minute and 12-hour registers, continuous
seconds incorporating date aperture, polished
hands with luminous fill, polished screw back
case with molded bezel, screw down crown
and chronograph pushers, leather strap with
maker’s steel deployant clasp
38mm
$3,000 - 4,000
183
Sinn. A large stainless steel
wristwatch with regulator dial
Ref: 6100/B, no. 0385, sold 2007
17-jewel Cal. SZ04 manual winding
movement, shock resistant suspension to
monometallic balance, guilloche silvered
dial with minute ring, central blued minute
hand, subsidiary dials for hours and seconds,
brushed circular case with polished bezel,
glazed back secured by eight screws, case,
dial and movement signed, accompanied
by original display box, guarantee card,
instruction manual and outer packaging
44mm
$1,500 - 2,000
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184
Bulgari. A stainless steel automatic diver’s
chronograph wristwatch
Scuba Chrongraph, Ref: SCB 38 S
45-jewel Cal. 2282 MBBL self winding movement, shock resistant
suspension to monometallic balance, circular black dial with minute
ring enclosing luminous arabic and dot numerals, subsidiary dials
for continuous seconds and 45-minute register, polished luminous
hands, calibrated 60-minute rotating bezel, screw down crown and
chronograph pushers, brushed screw back case, maker’s jointed
rubber strap with folding clasp
38mm
$1,800 - 2,200
185
Breguet. A stainless steel automatic
chronograph and bracelet
Aéronavale, Ref: 3800, No. 24999, 2000’s
26-jewel Cal. 582 self-winding movement, black dial, minute ring
enclosing luminous arabic numerals, subsidiary dials for 30-minute
and 12-hour registers and continuous seconds, luminous hands,
screw back case with calibrated rotating bezel, bracelet of oblong
links with deployant clasp, case, dial and movement signed
39mm
$1,500 - 2,000

186
Audemars Piguet. A lady’s stainless steel
bracelet watch
Royal Oak, No.4
Quartz movement, circular textured black dial with polished luminous
hands and baton numerals, octagonal bezel secured by eight screws,
brushed tapered case continuing to a tapered bracelet of oblong links,
deployant clasp
31mm
$3,000 - 4,000
187
Audemars Piguet. A stainless steel and gold
automatic center seconds bracelet watch with date
Royal Oak, no.781, Case no. C78935, 1980’s
Jeweled self winding movement, grey textured dial, gold baton
numerals and hands with luminous fill, date aperture at 3 o’clock,
octagonal gold bezel secured by eight screws, brushed tapered case
continuing to a tapered bracelet of oblong links, deployant clasp
36mm
$4,000 - 5,000

186

187

185
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188
Audemars Piguet. An 18K white gold wristwatch
Jules Audemars Small Seconds, Ref:15056BC, Movement No.
487102, Case No. E32431, Circa 2000
21-jewel cal. 3090 manual-winding movement, matte silvered dial,
applied baton and Roman numerals on a polished chapter ring, outer
minute divisions, engine-turned subsidiary seconds, brushed and
polished 18K white gold circular case, glazed display back secured
by six screws, associated crocodile strap and buckle, case, dial, and
movement signed
36mm
$4,000 - 6,000

189
Audemars Piguet. A rare lady’s stainless steel and
18K gold automatic calendar bracelet watch with
diamond-set numerals
Royal Oak, Ref:1102 & 14470SA, Movement No. 436162, Case No.
D62202, Circa 1996
Jeweled cal. 2150 self-winding movement, gray hobnail dial with
diamond hour markers, date aperture at 3, brushed stainless steel
case with 18K gold octagonal bezel, screw down crown, octagonal
back secured by eight screws, fitted maker’s stainless steel and 18K
gold link bracelet with folding clasp, case, dial and movement signed
30mm
$4,000 - 6,000

189

188
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190
Glashütte Original. A fine 18K rose gold automatic center seconds
wristwatch with date and diamond set crown
Lady Serenade, Case no. 785, Movement no. 59467
25-jewel Cal. 39-22 self-winding movement with shock resistant suspension to monometallic
balance, swan’s neck precision regulator, circular silvered dial with applied gold baton numerals
and roman quarters, date aperture at 6 o’clock, gold hands, polished tonneau case with
molded circular bezel, crown set with a circular cut diamond, glazed back secured by four
screws, leather strap with maker’s 18K gold buckle, accompanied by Certificate of Authenticity,
instruction manual, display box with outer packaging
34mm
$3,000 - 6,000

190
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191
Parmigiani, Fleurier. A fine 18K rose gold automatic bracelet watch
Kalparisma, Ref:PFC125-1000700, no. 37080, sold 2011
32-jewel Cal. 332 self-winding movement, tonneau white dial with applied baton numerals
and arabic quarters, tapered gold hands with luminous fill, conforming tonneau case with
molded lugs, glazed back secured by six screws, completed by a bracelet of oblong links with
concealed deployant clasp, case, dial and movement signed, accompanied by four detached
links, display box with outer packaging, Guarantee Certificate, instructions, display box with
outer packaging, leather wallet and promotional literature
30mm
$5,000 - 8,000

191
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192
Rolex. An 18K gold wristwatch
Cellini, Ref:5112, Case No. W036273, Circa 199
20-jewel Cal.1602 manual-winding movement adjusted to 4 positions,
circular white enamel dial with applied gilt Roman numerals, gold
hands, downturned lugs, snap back, 14K gold associated bracelet,
case, dial, and movement signed
32mm
$2,000 - 2,500

193
Rolex. A fine 18K white gold and diamond lady’s watch
Cellini, Ref:6672, Case no. K673576, sold 2005
Quartz movement, circular pink dial with raised roman chapters, polished
hands, conforming circular case with stepped bezel and articulated lugs
pave-set with round diamonds, maker’s leather strap with 18K white
gold deployant clasp, case, dial and movement signed, accompanied by
display box, Warranty Certificate, leather wallet with literature
26mm
$4,000 - 6,000

192

193
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194
Rolex. A fine lady’s stainless steel automatic bracelet watch with
diamond-set dial
Oyster Perpetual Datejust, Ref:179174, Case No. Z614361, Circa 2006
29-jewel Cal. 2235 self-winding movement adjusted for temperature and position, silvered
rhodium dial with round diamond numerals, magnified date aperture, polished hands, screw
back and crown, fluted bezel, stainless steel Rolex Jubilee bracelet with hidden clasp, together
with Rolex International Warranty Card dated May 24, 2008, two additional bracelet links, Rolex
presentation box, product literature, and outer packaging, case, dial, and movement signed
25mm
$3,000 - 5,000

194
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195
Rolex. A stainless steel and 18K gold automatic
dual-time wristwatch with date and bracelet
Oyster Perpetual Date, GMT-Master, Ref:16753, Case No. 8332669,
Circa 1984
27-jewel Cal. 3075 self-winding movement, circular black dial,
luminous baton, dot and triangle numerals, luminous Mercedes hands,
central 24-hour hand, center seconds, date aperture at III o’clock, 18K
gold and black rotating bezel calibrated for 24 hours, stainless steel
brushed and polished tonneau case, gold screw down crown, screw
down back, stainless steel and 18K gold Rolex Jubilee bracelet with
locking deployant clasp, case, dial and movement signed
40mm
$5,000 - 7,000

195

196

196
Rolex. A gold plated automatic calendar watch
Date, Ref:1550, Serial No.2870741, Circa 1970
26-jewel Cal.1570 automatic movement adjusted to temperature
and 5 positions, textured blue dial with applied baton hour markers,
white outer minute divisions with luminous dot five minute markers,
gilt baton hands with luminous inserts and centre seconds, magnified
date aperture at 3, polished gold plated tonneau shaped case with
screw down steel back, screw down crown, associate lizard strap and
buckle, case, dial and movement signed
33mm
$2,000 - 4,000
197
Rolex. A stainless steel and gold-plated automatic
center seconds watch with date
Oyster Perpetual Date, Ref:15505, Case No. 8189374, Circa 1984
27-jewel Cal. 3035 self-winding movement, gilt dial with raised gold
baton numerals and luminous dot accents, gold hands with luminous
insets, magnified date aperture, gold plated case with polished
bezel, screw down crown, stainless steel screw back, case, dial and
movement signed
34mm
$2,000 - 4,000
198
Rolex. A rare 18K gold quartz bracelet watch
Oysterquartz Day-Date, Ref:19018, Case No. 6349563, Circa 1979
Quartz movement, brushed champagne dial with minute ring and
black Roman numerals encircling applied baton numerals, luminous
hands, sweep center seconds, magnified date aperture at 3, day
aperture at 12, brushed and polished case with screw down crown
and back, fluted bezel, 18K gold Rolex link bracelet with deployant
clasp, additional bracelet link, case, dial, and movement signed
35mm
$5,000 - 7,000

197

198

The Rolex Oysterquartz was launched in the late 1970’s, with the goal
of incorporating an in-house quartz movement into their internationally
recognized case designs of the Datejust and Day-Date models. Not
satisfied with the Beta 21 quartz movement, Rolex developed the
caliber 5035/5055 movements to have superior accuracy and to
negate the effects of temperature change.
Manufactured for a little over two decades, production was limited to
an estimated 25,000 watches, with over half being in stainless steel
and gold models with a champagne dial, the reference 17013. The
remainder were cased in all stainless steel (reference 17000), stainless
steel and gold with different dials (reference 17013), stainless steel
and white gold (reference 17014), all yellow gold, such as the present
watch, and all white gold (reference 19019).
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199

199
Rolex. A fine 18K gold automatic wristwatch with sweep centre
seconds and date
Submariner, Ref:1680, Case No.2821912, Circa 1970
26-jewel Cal.1570 self-winding movement, vivid blue dial with luminous dot, baton and dagger
numerals, outer printed gold minute divisions, luminous Mercedes hands, sweep centre seconds,
magnified date aperture at 3, tonneau shaped case with screw down back and crown, calibrated
gold bezel with blue insert, associated leather strap and buckle, case, dial and movement signed
39mm
$6,000 - 8,000
Launched in 1969, the Rolex Submariner reference 1680 was the first of the Submariner models
to have a date feature. Being offered in stainless steel and 18K gold, it marked the transition of
the model from a “tool” watch for divers to a luxury sport watch.
Today, the gold submariner enjoys its status as an iconic model, worn for both sport and dress.
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201

200
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PROPERTY OF VARIOUS OWNERS

200¤
Rolex. A stainless steel automatic diver’s watch
and bracelet
Oyster Perpetual Submariner, Ref:16800, Case no. 9348068, 1980’s
27-jewel Cal. 3035 self-winding movement adjuster to temperature
and position, black dial with luminous dot and baton numerals, date
aperture at 3 o’clock, polished Mercedes hands with luminous fill,
brushed and polished tonneau case with screw down back and
crown, calibrated rotating with blab insert, Oyster 93150 bracelet with
locking deployant clasp, case, dial and movement signed
40mm
$3,000 - 5,000

201
Rolex. A stainless steel automatic wristwatch with
date and bracelet
Submariner, Ref:16800, Serial No.9439732, Circa 1986
27-jewel Cal.3035 self-winding movement adjusted to temperature
and 5 positions, black dial with luminous dot hour markers and
baton quarters, outer printed white minute divisions, luminous filled
Mercedes hands, sweep centre seconds, magnified date aperture at
3, brushed and polished tonneau shaped case with screw down back
and crown, calibrated uni-directional steel bezel with black insert, fitted
steel 93150 Oyster link bracelet with 593 end links and signed locking
deployant clasp, case, dial and movement signed
40mm
$3,000 - 5,000
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202

202
Rolex. A fine 18K gold chronograph wristwatch
Ref:6263, Oyster Cosmograph Daytona, Case no, 9323674, 1980’s
17-jewel Cal. 727 manually wound chronograph movement adjusted to position, shock
resistant suspension to monometallic balance, black dial with gilt minute ring enclosing applied
baton numerals and luminous dots, gilt subsidiary dials for 30-minute and 12-hour registers
and continuous seconds, gold hands, screw back case with enamel tachymeter bezel, screw
down crown and chronograph pushers
37.5mm
$25,000 - 45,000
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203

203
Rolex. A fine stainless steel chronograph wristwatch and bracelet
Ref:6239, Oyster Cosmograph Daytona, Case no. 1417819, 1970’s
17-jewel Cal. 72B manually wound chronograph movement adjusted to position, shock
resistant suspension to monometallic balance, silvered dial with minute ring enclosing applied
polished baton numerals and luminous dots, black subsidiary dials for 30-minute and 12-hour
registers and continuous seconds, polished hands, screw back case with polished tachymeter
bezel, screw down crown and round chronograph pushers, folded link 7836 bracelet, dated
1/70, case, dial and movement signed
36mm
$15,000 - 20,000
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204
Breguet. A fine 18K gold automatic two time zone wrist watch with
alarm, date and winding indicator
Ref: 5707, Le Réveil du Tsar, no. 4126, 2000’s
38-jewel Cal. 519F self-winding movement with gold rotor, silver dial with secret signature
in the roman chapter ring enclosing subsidiary 12-hour dual time zone dial and 24-hour
indication, second read from sector at 6 o’clock incorporating date aperture, winding indicator
for alarm at 10 o’clock, blued hands, glazed back case with reeded band, dual winding and
setting crowns and alarm switch, maker’s leather strap with 18K gold deployant clasp, case,
dial and movement signed, accompanied by display box with outer packaging,
39mm
$15,000 - 20,000

204
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205
Vacheron & Constantin. A fine 18K rose gold center
seconds wristwatch
Case no. 036879, Movement no. 463000, 1940’s
17-jewel Cal. 486/3B manual winding movement adjusted to
temperature, monometallic balance, overcoiled spring, silvered two
tone circular dial with applied gold alternating dot and arabic chapters,
gold hands, snap back case with molded logs, leather strap with
maker’s 18K gold deployant clasp, case, dial and movement signed
31mm
$3,000 - 5,000

206
Vacheron & Constantin. A fine 18K gold wristwatch
Ref: 6413, Case no. 381272, Movement no. 480672, 1950’s
18-jewel adjusted manual winding movement with Seal of Geneva,
shock resistant suspension to monometallic balance, overcoiled
spring, micrometer regulator, circular silvered dial, applied gold baton
numerals, gold hands, subsidiary seconds, conforming circular snap
back case, leather strap, case, dial and movement signed
34mm
$3,500 - 4,500
207
Vacheron & Constantin. A thin 18K gold wristwatch
Ref: 6124, Case no. 350069, Movement no. 526533, 1950’s
17-jewel Cal. 1003 manual winding adjusted movement, monometallic
balance, flat spring, circular silvered dial with applied gold baton
numerals, gold hands, snap back case with wide polished bezel,
leather strap, case, dial and movement signed
30mm
$2,000 - 2,500

207
205

206
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208
Vacheron & Constantin. A fine 18K white gold
automatic wristwatch with power reserve and date
Ref:47200/000G, Case no. 706622, Movement no. 862498, sold 1999
45-jewel Cal. 1127 self-winding position adjusted movement, guilloche
silver dial with applied gold roman chapters, subsidiary dials for date
and seconds, winding indicator, polished hour and minute hands,
blued subsidiary hands, polished case with stepped bezel and glazed
back, maker’s leather strap and 18K gold buckle, accompanied by
leather display box and outer packaging, Certificate of Origin and
Warranty, setting pin for date, instruction manual
35mm
$4,000 - 6,000
209
Vacheron & Constantin. A fine 18K gold
rectangular wristwatch
Case no. 288617, Movement no. 441649, 1940’s
17-jewel Cal. 435 temperature adjusted movement, monometallic
balance, overcoiled spring, silvered dial with applied gold arabic and
tapered baton numerals, subsidiary seconds, gold hands, barred snap
back rectangular case with down turned lugs, leather strap, case, dial
and movement signed
24mm
$3,500 - 4,500

210
Vacheron & Constantin. A fine 18K gold wristwatch
Case no. 285853, Movement no. 448654, 1940’s
17-jewel manual winding adjusted movement, monometallic balance,
overcoiled spring, circular silvered dial, alternating applied dot
and arabic numerals, gold hands, subsidiary seconds, engraved
conforming snap back case with elongated molded tapered lugs, satin
strap, case, dial and movement signed
30mm
$3,000 - 4,000
211
Vacheron & Constantin. A fine 18K gold
rectangular wristwatch
Ref:39200, Case no. 525323, Movement no. 694263, 1980’s
20-jewel manual winding Cal. 1015 adjusted movement, shock
resistant suspension to monometallic balance, brushed gold vacant
dial, tapered gold hands, conforming rectangular case secured by four
screws, maker’s leather strap and 18K gold buckle, case, dial and
movement signed
25mm
$3,000 - 4,000

210

211
209
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212
Chopard. A fine 18K gold limited edition automatic wristwatch
L.U.C 1860, no. 350 / 1860, serial no. 949662
29-jewel Cal. LUC 3.96 self-winding chronometer certified movement, circular silvered dial
with minute ring, applied gold baton numerals, subsidiary seconds, gold hands, circular gold
case with molded convex bezel, glazed back secured by eight screws, maker’s leather strap
and 18K gold buckle, case, dial and movement signed, accompanied by Certificate of Origin,
COSC certificate, instruction manual, literature, spare strap, display box with outer packaging
36mm
$2,000 - 4,000

212
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213
Corum. A fine 18K rose gold limited edition center seconds
alarm wristwatch
Chargé d’Affaires, no. 027 / 150, serial no. 2295331, circa 2012
17-jewel Cal. CO286 manual winding movement with separately wound alarm train, silvered
dial with applied baton numerals, gold hands, red tipped alarm hand, polished circular case
with glazed back secured by six screws, maker’s leather strap and 18K gold buckle, case,
dial and movement signed, accompanied by display box with outer packaging, wallet with
Certificate of Authenticity, warranty card, instruction manual
39mm
$3,000 - 5,000

213
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214
Vacheron & Constantin. A fine 18K rose
gold wristwatch
Case no. 301964, Movement no. 469135, 1940’s
17-jewel Cal. V453 adjusted movement, shock resistant suspension
to monometallic balance, micrometer regulator, circular gilt dial with
applied gold roman and baton numerals, gold hands, subsidiary
seconds, conforming circular snap back case with teardrop lugs,
maker’s leather strap and 18K gold buckle
35mm
$5,000 - 6,000

214

215
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215
Audemars Piguet. A fine 18K gold wristwatch
No. 59222, 1950’s
18-jewel adjusted manual winding movement with gold train,
monometallic balance, overcoiled spring, circular silvered dial with
applied gold baton numerals, gold hands, subsidiary seconds, plain
conforming case with downturned lugs, leather strap, case, dial and
movement signed
32mm
$2,000 - 2,500

216
Audemars Piguet. A fine 18K gold thin wristwatch
No. B37817, 1970’s
17-jewel manual winding movement adjusted to temperature, position
and isochronism, gilt dial, roman numerals, gold hands, conforming
tonneau style snap back case with convex bezel, leather strap and
maker’s 18K gold buckle
28mm
$3,000 - 4,000
PROPERTY FROM A PRIVATE COLLECTION
217
De Grisogono. A blackened steel and diamond two
time zone automatic wristwatch with power reserve
Instrumento Tondo, RM N07, no. 011399, 2000’s
Self winding movement, oval black dial with luminous arabic numerals,
subsidiary 24-hour dial , winding indicator, polished hands with
luminous fill, conforming oval blackened steel polished case, set with
numerous round black diamonds, crown set with black diamond,
glazed back secured by four screws, maker’s leather strap and
blackened steel deployant clasp
37.5 mm
$4,000 - 6,000

216

217
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218
Patek Philippe. A fine 18K gold thin Calatrava
wristwatch
Ref:3520, Case no. 2709806, Movement no. 1169140, 1970’s
18-jewel Cal. 175 adjusted manual winding movement with Seal of
Geneva, shock resistant suspension to free sprung Gyromax balance,
white dial, roman numerals, blued hands, circular screw back case
with polished bezel, leather strap, case, dial and movement signed
32mm
$5,500 - 6,500

218

329
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219
Patek Philippe. An 18K gold lady’s wristwatch
Gondolo, Ref:4824
Quartz movement, rectangular white dial with Arabic numerals, blued
hands, curved rectangular case with molded, sides, maker’s leather
strap and 18K gold buckle
23mm
$4,000 - 6,000

220
Patek Philippe. An 18K gold wristwatch, retailed
by Gübelin
Ref:3760, Movement No. 1368504, Case No. 2813115, Circa 1982
18-jewel Cal. 177 manual-winding movement adjusted to temperature,
position and isochronism, stamped twice with the Geneva Seal, ribbed
golden dial, applied baton numerals, octagonal case, stepped bezel,
snap back, case, dial, and movement signed
25mm width
$2,500 - 3,500
221
Patek Philippe. A fine 18K gold thin Calatrava
wristwatch
Ref:3520, Case no. 2737889, Movement no. 1175602, 1970’s
18-jewel Cal. 175 adjusted manual winding movement with Seal of
Geneva, shock resistant suspension to free sprung Gyromax balance,
white dial, roman numerals, blued hands, circular screw back case
with hobnail bezel, maker’s leather strap and 18K gold buckle, case,
dial and movement signed
32mm
$7,500 - 8,500

220

221
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222
Patek Philippe. A fine stainless steel
rectangular wristwatch
Case no. 622986, Movement no. 834289, 1940’s
18-jewel Cal. 9”’-90 manual winding movement with Seal of Geneva,
adjusted to temperature, position and isochronism, monometallic
balance, micrometer regulator, silvered dial with applied polished
arabic numerals, subsidiary seconds, polished hands, brushed and
polished snap back case, maker’s leather strap and steel buckle
20mm
$4,000 - 6,000
In 1915, Patek Philippe introduced their first leather strap wristwatch,
with an officer’s style case. With wristwatches becoming increasingly
popular for gentlemen during World War I, Patek Philippe began to
design new case shapes and styles.
By the 1930’s, Patek Philippe had a complete line of various men’s
and ladies wristwatch models, and began assigning their models
reference numbers. In some cases, the model was produced for a
span of time, and was assigned a reference number partway through
production so earlier example were not stamped with the reference
number while later examples are stamped. One of the first models
to be assigned a number was the reference 96, the Calatrava-style
wristwatch that was introduced to the market in 1932.
Both lot 222 and 223 are fine examples of steel wristwatches
produced by Patek Philippe prior to the introduction of assigning
wristwatches with reference numbers, and are an excellent opportunity
to collect a part of the early Patek Philippe history.

223
Patek Philippe. A fine stainless steel water
resistant wristwatch
Case no. 645737, Movement no. 952693, case by Taubert & fils1940’s
18-jewel Cal. 10”’-200 manual winding movement, adjusted to
temperature, position and isochronism, monometallic balance,
micrometer regulator, circular silvered dial with minute ring enclosing
baton numerals with applied arabic quarters, subsidiary seconds,
polished hands, circular screw back case by Taubert & fils, wide
polished bezel and down turned lugs, maker’s leather strap and steel
buckle, case, dial and movement signed
27mm
$7,000 - 9,000
In 1924, the Borgel case making business was purchased by the
Taubert family, along with Francois Borgel’s case designs. In taking
over the company, the Tauberts formed a new company called Taubert
& Fils, and would file patents under the name “Manufacture Des Boits
Borgel, Taubert & Fils”. The Tauberts began updating and making
adjustments to Borgel’s water-resistant screw case, finally producing
a successful waterproof case. Taubert & Fils continued to advertise
their cases as “Borgel” cases and used the FB key to mark cases they
produced, paying tribute to the original designer.
In 1930, Taubert & Fils registered a patent for a watch case with a
distinctive ten-sided (decagonal) design around the edge of the case
back, allowing the back to be gripped in a different way (other screwback watches used a coin-edge milling) for screwing and unscrewing.
At the same time, watch manufacturers began using stainless steel as
an alternative to gold or silver as a way to reduce costs. The Tauberts
had already begun to use steel and had equipped their factory with
machines that were suited for producing steel cases. The combination
of their patented screw back and stainless steel was very successful
for the Tauberts, and they began supplying these cases to a number
of watch manufacturers.
These well-established relationships with watch companies led to
Taubert & Fils being the case-maker of choice for Patek Philippe’s steel
watches. The Tauberts also provided Patek Philippe with water-resistant
cases, featuring their patented decagonal screw back. For their first
water-resistant chronograph, the Taubert cases were used, give the
reference 1463 a now iconic and instantly recognizable case design.

222

223
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224
Patek Philippe. An 18K gold wristwatch
Case no. 503943, movement no. 825881, 1930’s
18-jewel Cal. 10”’ manual winding movement, bimetallic balance, flat
spring, circular silvered dial with applied gold baton numerals and arabic
quarters with minute ring between, gold hands, subsidiary seconds,
conforming circular case with molded bezel and down turned lugs, leather
strap and maker’s 18K gold buckle, case, dial and movement signed
28mm
$3,000 - 5,000

226
Patek Philippe. An 18K gold flared
rectangular wristwatch
Ref.1593, Movement No. 973543, Case No. 664364, Circa 1951
18-jewel Cal.9-90 manual-winding movement, silvered dial with
applied gold Arabic and dagger numerals, baton hands, subsidiary
seconds, curved flared rectangular case, snap back, associated
calfskin strap and buckle, case, dial, and movement signed
41mm overall length
$6,000 - 8,000

225
Patek Philippe. A fine and rare 18K rose gold
wristwatch with black dial
Ref:592, Case no. 620938, Movement no. 829996, retailed by Casa
Masson, 1940’s
18-jewel Cal. 12”’ – 120 adjusted movement, monometallic balance,
overcoiled spring, regulator lacking micrometer adjustment, black
dial with applied gold thin baton numerals, gold hands, subsidiary
seconds, molded circular snap back case with downturned lugs,
leather strap, case, dial and movement signed
33mm
$4,500 - 5,500

Patek Philippe introduced the reference 1593 to the market in
1944, and the model was produced through 1967. Known as the
“hourglass” amongst collectors, because of the flared sides that are
similar in shape to that of an hourglass, it was produced in yellow
gold, pink gold, and a few examples cased in platinum. The elongated
shape of the case with flared sides at top and bottom gives this
vintage model a contemporary feel and make it a wearable classic in
today’s world.
Reference 1593 is illustrated in Patek Philippe Wristwatches by Martin
Huber & Alan Banbery, second edition, pp. 128 & 129, and p. 141.

Offered with an extract from the Patek Philippe Archives confirming the
manufacture of the watch in 1940 and its sale February 14th 1941.
The present watch is a fine example of the reference 592, a rare timeonly model that was available with either center seconds or subsidiary
seconds. The reference was produced from 1938 through the mid1940’s, and cased in yellow or pink gold and stainless steel.
Preserved in excellent overall condition, the collectability of this
example is enhanced by the original black dial and Casa Masson
retailer’s signature, one of Patek Philippe’s agents in Brazil.

226

225

224
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227
Patek Philippe. A fine 18K gold square wristwatch
Ref: 3404/3, Case no. 2626597, Movement no. 788774, 1960’s
18-jewel Cal. 26-300 adjusted manual winding movement, Seal of
Geneva, shock resistant suspension to free sprung gyromax balance,
silvered gold dial with incised baton numerals, gold hands, gold snap
back case with canted Florentine bezel, maker’s leather strap and 18K
gold buckle, case, dial and movement signed
27mm
$5,000 - 6,000

229
Patek Philippe. A fine 18K gold rectangular
wristwatch
Ref:2433, Case no. 677675, Movement no. 741105, 1950’s
18-jewel Cal. 10”’ – 200 manual winding movement, monometallic
balance, overcoiled spring, micrometer regulator, rectangular silvered
dial, applied baton numerals and roman quarters, subsidiary seconds,
gold hands, rectangular snap back case with wide polished bezel
27mm
$5,000 - 6,000

228
Patek Philippe. A fine 18K gold curved
rectangular wristwatch
Ref:425, Case no. 660306, Movement no. 972493, 1940’s
18-jewel Cal 9”’ – 90 adjusted manual winding movement,
monometallic balance, overcoiled spring, micrometer regulator,
rectangular silvered dial with applied gold baton numerals, gold hands,
subsidiary seconds, faceted rectangular snap back case with faceted
crystal, maker’s leather strap and 18K gold buckle
20mm
$4,500 - 5,500

229
228

227
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230
Patek Philippe. A rare and possibly unique “Top Hat”
wristwatch with sapphire numerals with original
box and certificate
Ref:1450, Case No. 688587, Movement No. 977’411,
Manufactured in 1960
18-jewel Cal. 9”’-90 movement adjusted to temperature, position
and isochronism, stamped twice with the Geneva Seal, rectangular
textured gold dial, applied baguette sapphire numerals, polished
hands, snap back “Top Hat” case, integral 18K gold textured bracelet,
with original maker’s presentation box and undated Certificat D’Origine
et de Garantie, case, dial and movement signed
25mm
$12,000 - 18,000
With Patek Philippe Extract from the Archives confirming production
of the present watch with yellow gold bracelet in 1960 and its
subsequent sale on July 24th, 1963. Further accompanied by a Patek
Philippe Certificat D’Origine et de Garantie confirming production of
the present watch with “heures saphirs” and yellow gold bracelet.

Calibre 9’’’-90
Many of the wristwatch Patek Philippe produced in the 1930’s, 40’s, and
50’s featured a rectangular-shaped case, and subsequently featured the
Caliber 9-90. Production of this calibre began in 1934, starting with serial
number 830’000, lasting until 1967 with serial 977’889.
Reference 1450
One of the most iconic rectangular designs, the reference 1450 became
known as the “Top Hat” model, and was produced from the 1940’s
through the 1960’s in yellow, white, and pink gold, as well as in platinum.
Fresh to the market, this possibly unique piece is a very special
example of a classic and well-known vintage Patek Philippe design
with uncommon sapphire numerals and a textured integral bracelet.
Patek Philippe on occasion produced different examples of a wellknown reference with an unusual feature at the request of a special
client. Consigned in original condition with certificate, it is a rare
occasion for such a timepiece to appear on the market.

230
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231
Patek Philippe. A fine 18K gold automatic bracelet watch with
center seconds
Ref:3563.3, Case No. 2698301, Movement no. 1491582, 1980’s
28-jewel Cal. 1-350 self-winding movement with Seal of Geneva, textured circular dial with
baton numerals, gold hands, conforming circular case completed by a woven textured 18K
gold bracelet, case, dial and movement signed
34mm
$3,000 - 4,000
232
Patek Philippe. An 18K gold bracelet watch with diamond bezel
Ref:4222, Case no. 2761007, Movement no. 1274910, 1980’s
18-jewel Cal. 16 – 250 manual winding movement, square blue dial with applied gold
baton numerals, gold hands, the snap back case later enhanced with bezel of circular-cut
diamonds, completed by an associated woven textured gold bracelet, accompanied by a
Patek Philippe bracelet box
29mm
$3,000 - 5,000
233
Patek Philippe. A fine 18K gold lady’s wristwatch set with diamonds
Ref: 4311, Case no. 2778090, Movement no. 1395135, 1980’s
18-jewel Cal. 16-250 manual winding movement, adjusted to temperature, position and
isochronism, plain rectangular black dial, tapered gold hands, conforming rectangular snap
back case with convex polished bezel enhanced with rows of round diamonds, cabochon
crown, leather strap, case, dial and movement signed
22mm
$3,000 - 5,000
234
Patek Philippe. A fine 18K gold automatic wristwatch with center seconds
Ref:3569, 1960’s
28-jewel Cal. 1-350 back-winding movement with Seal of Geneva, silvered circular dial
with baton numerals, gold hands, conforming circular case, leather strap, case, dial and
movement signed
35mm
$7,000 - 8,000
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235

235
Patek Philippe. A fine 18K white gold wristwatch
Ref: 3545-2, Case No. 2696350, Movement no. 1157365, 1970’s
18-jewel Cal. 23-300 manual winding movement with Seal of Geneva,
Gyromax balance, textured elliptical dial with baton numerals,
blackened hands, conforming elliptical snap back case with polished
bezel, associated leather strap, case, dial and movement signed
32mm
$4,000 - 5,000
Offered with an Extract from the Patek Philippe Archives confirming the
manufacture of the watch in 1970 and its sale February 22nd 1971.
236
Patek Philippe. A fine 18K white gold thin wristwatch
Ref: 3523/1, Case no. 2665592, Movement no. 1138984, 1960’s
18-jewel Cal. 175 manual winding movement adjusted to temperature,
position and isochronism, seal of Geneva, shock resistant d\
suspension to Gyromax balance, circular silvered dial with abstract
quarters, blued hands, slender tonneau shaped snap back case,
case, dial and movement signed
28mm
$4,000 - 5,000
Offered with an Extract from the Patek Philippe Archives confirming
the sale of the watch September 3rd 1968.
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236

PROPERTY OF A LOS ANGELES GENTLEMAN
237
Patek Philippe. A fine 18K rose gold dual time
wristwatch together with presentation box and
certificate of origin
Travel Time, Ref:5134, Movement No. 3086362, Case No. 4212307,
Circa 2004
18-jewel Cal. 215/156 manual wind movement adjusted to heat, cold,
isochronism and five positions, Gyromax balance and Geneva Seal
for quality, white enamel dial with applied rose gold Breguet numerals,
outer printed five minute markers, black hands and rose gold hand for
alternative time-zone, subsidiary 24 hour dial and running seconds,
polished round case with glazed exhibition back and push buttons in the
band, fitted maker’s crocodile strap with rose gold deployant clasp, with
fitted presentation box and outer card, and Patek Philippe Certificate of
Origin dated April 24, 2004, case, dial and movement signed
37mm
$15,000 - 20,000
Patek Philippe produced the reference 5134 from 2001 through
2008, replacing the reference 5034 travel time model. Drawing
inspiration from the classic reference 2597, these modern travel
time wristwatches feature two correction buttons in the band to
independently set the local time hour hand while maintaining the
correct home time hour and minutes.

237
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PROPERTY OF VARIOUS OWNERS
238
Patek Philippe. A rare and very fine 18K rose gold
water resistant chronograph wristwatch with
original guarantee certificate and box
Ref:1463, Case no. 664960, Movement no. 868180 , sold 1952
23-jewel manual winding 13”’ movement adjusted to temperature,
position and isochronism, monometallic balance, overcoiled spring,
micrometer regulator, metal dust cap, silvered dial with tachymeter
scale enclosing applied gold baton and arabic numerals, enhanced
with luminous dots, subsidiary dials for continuous seconds and
30-minute register, gold hour and minute hands with luminous
fill, blued sweep hand, patent screw back case by Taubert & fils,
accompanied by original box, original Certificate of Origin and
Guarantee and contemporary catalog of Patek Philippe watches
36mm
$100,000 - 150,000
Offered with an Extract from the Patek Philippe Archives confirming
the manufacture of the watch and its sale June 17th 1952.
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One of the most sought-after vintage references, the Patek Philippe 1463
was the firm’s first water-resistant chronograph. It was produced from
1940 through the mid-1960’s, mostly in yellow gold with some examples
being cased in pink gold and stainless steel. The inside of the present
watch is stamped with “FB”, the maker’s mark for Taubert & Fils, one
of the finest case makers in Geneva, who specialized in water-resistant
cases. See the footnote to lot 223 for a history of Taubert & Fils.
The present watch is an extraordinary specimen, featuring a very
unusual trait. Unlike most reference 1463’s this example has luminous
hands and accents, something that Patek Philippe would have used at
the client’s request. Although the reference 1463 is not often thought
of as a “sport” watch, the presence of luminous hands and accents
indicates that the owner wanted to use and wear the watch as for
more than just special occasions. Only a few other examples exist of
this reference with luminous hands and numerals are known to exist,
further enhancing the rarity of this watch.
The combination of factors - luminous dial, freshness to the market,
original certificate, and preserved in very good original condition – render
this watch a “trophy example” for the most demanding of collectors
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239
Patek Philippe. A fine 18K gold automatic wristwatch with perpetual
calendar and moon phase
Ref:3940, Movement No. 771002, sold 1988
27-jewel Cal. 240Q self-winding movement with Seal of Geneva, adjusted to temperature,
position and isochronism, gilt dial with applied gold baton numerals enclosing subsidiary dials
for day incorporating 24-hour indication, month with leap year indication, date with aperture
for moon phase, gold hands, tonneau snap back case with circular concave molded bezel,
maker’s leather strap and 18K gold buckle, case, dial and movement signed, accompanied by
original Certificate of Origin, setting pin, display box and outer packaging
36mm
$30,000 - 50,000
In 1984 Patek Philippe launched the reference 3940, to replace the reference 3450. At the
time, it was their slimmest automatic perpetual calendar. In the first year of production only 100
examples were manufactured but by 1985, the model went into standard production. It was
discontinued in 2007, and replaced by the reference 5140
The 3940 is mostly seen with a silvered dial, however the present example features the
rare gold-colored dial. Seldom seen, the combination of gold case and gold dial offers a
distinguished yet striking alternative to the standard option.
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240
Patek Philippe. A fine 18K gold automatic wristwatch with center
seconds and date
Ref: 5153J-001, Case no.4492125, movement no. 5524141, sold 2010
29-jewel Cal.324SC self-winding movement, silver dial with applied gold tapered baton
numerals enclosing guilloche center, date aperture at 3 o’clock, polished case with convex
bezel , hinged back, glazed cover to movement, maker’s leather strap and 18K gold buckle
together with additional strap with 18K deployant clasp, case, dial and movement signed,
accompanied by original Certificate of Origin, display box, outer packaging, leather wallet with
instructions and promotional literature
38mm
$10,000 - 15,000
Virtually unused

END OF SALE
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